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Available Within Your HR Advancement Center Membership
In recent years, the HR Advancement Center has developed numerous resources to help leaders in their role.
Select resources are shown here. All resources are available in unlimited quantities through the HR
Advancement Center.

Resources for Your Leaders

The Manager’s Guide to Accurate
Evaluations

The Manager’s Guide to New Hire
Onboarding

• Tips on how to rate staff more
accurately

• Complete checklist to prepare for a new
hire’s first day

• Guidance and scripting for delivering
difficult feedback to direct reports

• Ready-to-use email template to
welcome new hires

• Instructions on how to quickly gut check
staff ratings

• Discussion guide for the first check-in to
encourage meaningful discussion

• Worksheet to calculate the distribution
of ratings for a manager’s employees

• Discussion guide for 30/60/90 day
check-ins to ensure the new hire is
acclimating to the role and organization

The Manager’s Guide to Behavioral
Based Interviewing
• Guidance on how to kick off the
conversation and ask smart follow-up
questions
• BBI question builder to help choose the
right questions for any role
• Guidance and scripting on how to deal
with difficult candidates
• Tips on how to conduct team interviews

To Access These Resources
To access these and other HR Advancement Center resources, please
visit our website: advisory.com/hrac and enter the publication title into
the search engine.
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Beyond the HR Advancement Center
In addition to the resources available through the HR Advancement Center membership, the Advisory Board
Company offers engagement surveys and action planning through our Advisory Board Survey Solutions
program as well as leadership curriculum through Talent Development.

Advisory Board Survey Solutions
Advisory Board Survey Solutions provides comprehensive workforce and physician engagement solutions for
increasing individual commitment to advancing organizational goals through best-in-class technologies paired
with dedicated expertise in translating survey results into action.

• Develop engagement strategy

• Build and monitor action plans

• Conduct customized survey

• Advise nurse leaders

• Pinpoint high-impact opportunities

Go Beyond Your Membership
Request information on Advisory Board Survey Solutions partnerships at
abssinfo@advisory.com or advisory.com/solutions/survey-solutions

Advisory Board Talent Development
Advisory Board Talent Development is the go-to source for supporting the leadership-building needs of health
care’s talent enterprise. A Talent Development membership offers programming geared towards strengthening
the business and leadership acumen of staff at multiple levels of the organization, and at all phases of
their career.

• Onsite faculty-CMO consultation supports design of a custom-fit physician leadership program
• Skilled facilitation triggers learning while structured practice and application reinforce leadership
concepts
• Expert consultation and guidance align organizational objectives and program goals
• Online platform provides on-demand, self-paced support for independent and continuous learning

Go Beyond Your Membership
Request information on Advisory Board Talent Development partnerships
at talentdevelopment@advisory.com
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Executive Summary
Leader Engagement Is Declining All Too Rapidly
While leader engagement often looks strong when compared to frontline staff engagement, a close look at yearover-year trends in leader engagement tells a different story. Leader engagement is declining much more quickly
than frontline engagement. In fact, between 2012 and 2014, leader engagement dropped four percentage
points—10 times more than frontline engagement.

How to Improve Leader Engagement, Despite a Challenging Healthcare Market

One of the challenges of reversing the decline in leader engagement is that leader engagement is being
depressed by five market forces beyond the control of any engagement strategy: constant connectivity and 24/7
communication, acute margin pressure, the increasing pace of change, uncertainty about the future, and the rise
in mergers and acquisitions. And none of these challenges are likely to abate in the near term.
But the good news is: it is possible to engage leaders despite the presence of these market challenges. The rest
of this publication contains strategies and best practices to do just that. Our leader engagement framework is
informed by analysis of more than 21,000 responses in the Advisory Board Survey Solutions’ National Employee
Engagement Database 2014, and supplemented by more than 100 interviews with health care leaders and
engagement experts.

Read the Study in Full to Learn More
This publication includes a data-driven strategy for leader engagement and 14 best practices that will bring each
strategy to life. This book will equip readers to overcome common pitfalls to leader engagement including:
• Executives not taking full advantage of opportunities to role model mission and values

• Leaders losing credibility when they can’t answer staff questions
• Team recognition feeling ad hoc
• Leaders not feeling they have permission to disconnect from work
• Few customized development options existing for non-succession candidates
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HR Advancement Center Essay

The Case for Leader Engagement
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The Case for Leader Engagement

At first glance, leader
engagement may not seem to
be a pressing problem in health
care. After all, the data shown
here (drawn from the Advisory
Board Survey Solutions’
National Employee Engagement
Database 2014) quantifies the
conventional wisdom that
leaders are more engaged than
frontline staff. And furthermore,
leaders become more engaged
the closer they are to the top.

Leader Engagement Can Be a Hidden Problem
Percentage Engaged by Level, 2014

71.0%
61.2%

57.5%

38.3%
Frontline
Staff

But this data conveys only part
of the leader engagement
picture. What it doesn’t convey
is how leader engagement is
changing over time. And the
news isn’t good.
Manager

As this data shows, leader
engagement is declining rapidly.
From 2012 to 2014, leader
engagement declined by roughly
four percentage points,
compared to a decline of only
0.4% for frontline staff. This
means leader engagement
declined at a magnitude 10
times that of frontline staff.

Director

Executive

Leader Engagement on the Decline
Change in Engagement Level, 2012-2014

Manager

Director

Executive

-0.4%
Frontline
Staff

-3.9%

-4.2%

-4.4%

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee
Engagement Database, 2014.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

There are at least two reasons
why this decline in leader
engagement should be top of
mind for all health care
executives. First, leader
engagement directly impacts
frontline staff engagement. The
more leaders are engaged, the
more they can engage their
frontline staff.

A Rising Tide Lifts All Boats

Correlation Between Leader
Engagement and Staff Engagement

Staff
Engagement

Leader Engagement

The second reason the decline
in leader engagement should be
top of mind for health care
executives is: leaders translate
strategy into action. A core
leadership responsibility is
helping execute strategy. Simply
put, an executive team could
develop the best possible
strategy, but if their leadership
team isn’t bought into executing
the strategy on a daily basis,
then the organization will not
succeed.
But at the time when health care
leaders need to be more
engaged, market forces make
leader engagement more
challenging than ever before.

Effective Strategy Execution Depends on Leaders
The Gap Between Strategy Development and Outcomes

“Strategy Execution”
C-suite develops
strategy

Organization
achieves
goals

Leaders must:
• Develop department/unit plans based on organization’s
strategic plan
• Help frontline staff understand how their actions impact
organizational goals
• Implement new policies, procedures, and manage change
• Keep costs within or below budget

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

There are at least five market
forces that make it harder for
health care leaders to be
engaged. They are: constant
connectivity, acute margin
pressure, the increasing pace of
change, uncertainty about the
future, and the rise in M&A
activity.
These are inescapable forces,
and the focus of this publication
is to find a strategy that will
increase leader engagement
despite the very real downward
pressure these market forces
put on it.

Five Inescapable Market Forces Impacting
Leader Engagement
Market Forces

Constant
Connectivity

Acute Margin
Pressure

Increasing Pace
Of Change

Proliferation of
smartphones and
personal laptops means
leaders are available
24/7

Leaders have to do more
with fewer resources due
to changing reimbursement
structures

Rapidly changing
protocols and
procedures leave
leaders feeling tired,
stressed, and
burned out

Uncertainty About
the Future

Systemization

Leaders uncertain about
the future of their
organization and their
job security

Industry-wide mergers
and acquisitions are
changing organizational
culture and structure

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

In fact, the current challenges in
the health care environment
create so much downward
pressure on leader engagement
that some executives are
asking: should they scale back
their goal for leader
engagement? Is the current
environment so challenging that
they should accept that leader
engagement will inevitably
decline?
The good news is many
organizations are achieving
outstanding levels of leader
engagement despite facing the
very same market challenges. In
fact, organizations in the 90th
percentile for leader
engagement within the Advisory
Board’s Survey Solutions
database achieved 100% leader
engagement. And even
organizations in the 75th
percentile, achieved 100%
engagement for all directors and
executives.

What’s Possible?
Leader Engagement Level Within Organization by Percentile, 2014
Percentage of Leaders Engaged

100%

100% 100%

100% 100%
90%

75%

71%

61%
47%

Managers
25th Percentile

59%

53%

Directors
50th Percentile

Executives

75th Percentile

90th Percentile

The rest of this publication is
dedicated to providing a leader
engagement framework and
best practices that will allow
organizations to achieve
outstanding leader engagement
despite all the challenges in the
current health care market.

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee
Engagement Database, 2014.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

To help build our leader
engagement framework, Center
researchers leveraged the
Advisory Board Survey
Solutions National Employee
Engagement Database, 2014.

Introducing the Advisory Board’s Survey Solutions
National Employee Engagement Database
Facility Type

The pie charts shown here
provide a snapshot of
respondent demographics. The
data set consists of engagement
survey responses from over
21,000 leaders, at more than
250 organizations.

Physician Practice
10%
Corporate Services
Post-Acute Care

8%

26%

Outpatient

6%

5% Critical Access
3% Psychiatric Hospital
2% Children’s Hospital
1%
Research

38%
Short-Term Acute

Location

35%

Urban

Teaching Status
Academic
Medical
8%
Center

Suburban
42%

Nonteaching

71%
Teaching

21%

23%
Rural

System Participation

Bed Size
50-100
21%

Health
System

25%

75%

19%

101-200

11% 201-300

Hospital
32%
< 50

8%
10%

301-400

> 400

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee
Engagement Database, 2014.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

The measure of engagement
used in the Advisory Board
Survey Solutions Employee
Engagement Survey is shown
here. All survey respondents are
asked to rate their level of
agreement with each statement
on a six-point Likert scale.
Based on their responses,
participants are grouped into
one of four categories:
disengaged, ambivalent,
content, or engaged.

How We Define Engagement

Employee Engagement Survey Questions

To be classified as engaged, a
respondent must strongly agree
with at least two of the four
statements and—at a
minimum—“agree” with all of the
statements.

Setting a Principled Bar
To be considered "engaged," respondents must answer "Strongly
Agree" to at least two of the four items listed above, and no less
than "Agree" to any item.

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions interviews and analysis.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

The Advisory Board’s Employee Engagement Survey
In addition to the four questions shown on the previous page, the Advisory Board Survey Solutions Employee
Engagement Survey asks respondents to rate their level of agreement with the 42 engagement drivers listed across
these two pages.
These engagement drivers were identified using the following methodology. Researchers began with a list of 150
potential engagement drivers. The first step in narrowing the list was to remove drivers that measured intrinsic personal
traits of the respondent (rather than organizational characteristics). The next step was to remove drivers that were not
actionable at either the manager or executive level.

Communication and Input
1. I am kept informed of the organization's future plans and direction
2. My ideas and suggestions are valued by my organization
3. My manager communicates messages that my coworkers need to hear, even when the information is unpleasant
4. My manager is open and responsive to staff input
5. My manager stands up for the interests of my unit/department

Employee Support
6. My manager helps me balance my job and personal life

7. My organization does a good job of selecting and implementing new technologies to support my work
8. My organization helps me deal with stress and burnout
9. My organization supplies me with the equipment I need
10. My unit/department has enough staff

Feedback and Recognition
11. Executives at my organization respect the contributions of my unit/department
12. I have helpful discussions with my manager about my career

13. I know what is required to perform well in my job
14. I receive regular feedback from my manager on my performance
15. My organization recognizes employees for excellent work

Professional Growth
16. I am interested in promotion opportunities in my unit/department

17. I have the right amount of independence in my work
18. I receive effective on-the-job training
19. My current job is a good match for my skills
20. My manager helps me explore other jobs within my organization
21. My manager helps me learn new skills
22. My most recent performance review helped me to improve
23. Training and development opportunities within my organization have helped me to improve

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions Employee Engagement Survey.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

The third step was to ensure each driver strongly correlated with the overall engagement index. The resulting survey
instrument has been thoroughly vetted for reliability and validity through a combination of individual driver correlations,
multivariate regression analysis, Cronbach’s alpha tests, and factor analysis.
It would be impossible for any organization to focus on all (or even half) of these engagement drivers to improve leader
engagement, so the HR Advancement Center used the formula shown on the next page to filter the list of 42
engagement drivers to a more actionable number.

Mission and Values
24. I believe in my organization’s mission
25. I understand how my daily work contributes to the organization’s mission
26. My organization gives back to the community
27. My organization provides excellent care to patients
28. My organization provides excellent customer service to patients
29. Over the past year I have never been asked to do something that compromises my values
30. The actions of executives in my organization reflect our mission and values

Teamwork
31. Abusive behavior is not tolerated at my organization
32. Conflicts are resolved fairly in my unit/department
33. I have good personal relationships with coworkers in my unit/department
34. I receive the necessary support from employees in my unit/department to help me succeed in my work
35. I receive the necessary support from employees in other units/departments to help me succeed in my work
36. My coworkers do a good job

Baseline Satisfiers
37. I have job security
38. I have a manageable workload
39. My organization pays me fairly for my job

40. My organization supports employee safety
41. My organization understands and respects differences among employees
42. The benefits provided by my organization meet my needs

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions Employee Engagement Survey.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

We used the formula shown
here to winnow the list of 42
engagement drivers to a shorter,
more actionable list.
To do so, we focused on
identifying those engagement
drivers which have a large
impact on leader engagement,
as well as substantial running
room for improvement. Our
rationale is that organizations
should focus on the subset of
engagement drivers which are
most important to leaders—and
where leaders believe there is
substantial room for
improvement.

Finding the Opportunities to Improve Leader Engagement

Impact

Opportunity

Drivers with greatest
impact on leader
engagement, identified
through multivariate
regression analysis

The shortlist of drivers with the
greatest impact on leader
engagement is shown on the
following page.

Drivers where majority of
organizations have
significant room to improve1

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions interviews and analysis.

1) Defined as drivers for which 50% or fewer of managers and directors strongly agreed with the driver.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

These are the 10 engagement
drivers with the greatest impact
on leader engagement. To
identify them, Center analysts
performed a multivariate
regression analysis on all 42
engagement drivers against the
engagement index shown on
page 15.
The good news is there is
substantial overlap in the top 10
engagement drivers for
managers and directors. The
drivers with the greatest impact
on executive engagement are
different, and can be found
online. The rest of this
publication will focus on
increasing engagement for
managers and directors.
While impact is half of the
equation for identifying the top
opportunities for improving
leader engagement, the second
half is running room. On the
next page we consider drivers
with high impact and significant
room for improvement.

Identifying Engagement Drivers with the Most Impact
Results from National Multivariate Regression
Driver

Manager Rank1

Director Rank2

I believe in my organization’s mission

1

2

The actions of executives in my organization
reflect our mission and values

2

3

My current job is a good match for my skills

3

5

My organization recognizes employees for
excellent work

4

6

My organization provides excellent care to
patients

5

1

I understand how my daily work contributes to the
organization’s mission

6

10

Training and development opportunities offered by
my organization have helped me to improve

7

4

I have job security

8

9

My ideas and suggestions are valued by
my organization

9

8

I am interested in promotion opportunities in
my unit/department

10

13

Access the top impact
drivers for executives at
advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

1) 2014 model includes 21 of 42 drivers with an r 2 of .55.
2) 2014 model includes 19 of 42 drivers with an r 2 of .54. Director rank 7 is
“My manager stands up for the interests of my unit/department.”
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The Case for Leader Engagement

These are the 11 drivers with
the greatest impact on leader
engagement as well as the
greatest opportunity for
improvement. In other words,
these are the 11 best national
opportunities for driving leader
engagement.

We have shaded three
engagement drivers on the
bottom of this page. These three
drivers also have significant
impact and running room, but
we won’t explore them in this
publication because they have
limited national opportunity for
improvement. More specifically
while many leaders face
significant obstacles with
adoption of new technologies,
the drivers behind leader
dissatisfaction with technology
vary significantly between
organizations. Second, pay and
benefits are baseline drivers—
organizations should aim to be
competitive in their market, but
pay and benefits cannot buy
engagement. Third,
organizations should be careful
of large percentages of leaders
indicating they “strongly agree”
they have job security—as this
could indicate they do not feel
accountable for their
performance.
A quick note on our
methodology: it can be tempting
to map an engagement strategy
to these 11 drivers. But if you
develop a strategy without a
deeper understanding of each
driver, you risk building the
wrong strategy. On the following
page we explain our strategy for
learning more about each driver.

A Short List of Drivers with the Most Opportunity
Top Impact Drivers with Running Room
1

Executive actions reflect mission and values

2

Training and development help me improve

3

Interested in promotion opportunities in my unit/department

4

Executives respect contribution of department

5

Manager has helpful discussions with me about my career

6

Kept informed of organization’s plans

7

Organization recognizes employees for excellent work

8

My ideas and suggestions are valued

9

Organization helps me deal with stress and burnout

10

Performance review helps me improve

11

I have a manageable workload

Setting Aside Drivers with Limited National Opportunity
• Organization does a good job selecting and implementing new
technologies: Multitude of possible root causes behind low performance on this
driver; no single national opportunity
• Pays me fairly for my job and Benefits meet my needs: If pay and benefits
are reasonably competitive, this driver should not hold organizations back from
achieving high engagement

• I have job security: Important for leaders to feel secure enough to take
appropriate risks, but not necessary to have absolute agreement with the driver

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee Engagement
Database, 2014; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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The Case for Leader Engagement

In order to better understand
what drives leader
engagement—and develop a
strategy for achieving it—Center
researchers complemented our
survey analysis with qualitative
data. In addition to digging into
engagement survey responses,
Center analysts also analyzed
focus groups, interviews, and
open-ended comments from
almost 12,000 managers and
directors.

Digging into What Health Care Leaders Really Want
Data Sources

Advisory Board
Employee Engagement
Database

Focus Groups
with Leaders

This qualitative analysis, paired
with our engagement survey
analysis, allowed us to develop
the framework for leader
engagement shown on the
following page.
Open-Ended
Survey Feedback

Interviews with HR
Leaders in Health Care
and Other Industries

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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The Data-Driven Prescription for Leader Engagement
Translating Top Improvement Opportunities into Pointed Action
These two pages contain our national prescription for leader engagement. We recommend executives and HR leaders
follow the strategies shown here to improve leader engagement within their organizations.
The first column contains the 11 drivers that have the greatest impact on leader engagement and opportunity for
improvement. The drivers are grouped into five categories that are based on themes that emerged in leader focus
groups. Those themes are reflected in the second column: “What Leaders Really Want.” The third column answers the
question: why aren’t leaders getting what they want?
Engagement Drivers

• Executive actions reflect mission and values

• Kept informed of organization’s plans
• My ideas and suggestions valued by
organization

• Organization recognizes employees
• Executives respect contributions of my
department

• Organization helps me deal with stress
and burnout

What Leaders
Really Want

Organizational Challenge

Executives as visible
role models

As organizations get larger, managers
and directors are farther away from
executives in the C-suite. Managers
and directors have fewer opportunities
to interact with executives, which
means every interaction carries more
weight.

Respect for me
as a leader

Organizations are changing at a rapid
pace. Executives are continuously
receiving new information and making
decisions. Managers and directors
may not know about decisions until
they’re announced to all staff.

Respect for my team’s
contributions

Leaders aren’t sure how to get
executives’ attention for the great work
their team is doing. Much of the
recognition they see across the
organization seems one-off and
subjective.

Sustainable workload

Organizations must outperform on a
growing list of objectives to succeed in
a competitive market. There are few
additional resources, so everyone
must do more with less.

Customized
professional growth

Organizations have limited resources
to invest in leader development, so
they offer one-size-fits-all training
opportunities.

• I have a manageable workload

• Performance review helps me improve
• Manager has helpful discussions with me
about my career
• Interested in promotion opportunities
• Training and development help me improve
©2015 The Advisory Board Company • 31778
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The most important column is the “Solvable HR Challenge.” This is what HR leaders need to address to
overcome the organizational challenge.
The final two columns give HR leaders a specific strategy and best practices to overcome each “solvable
challenge.” The rest of this publication provides additional guidance on each strategy and best practices.

Solvable
HR Challenge

Strategy

Best Practices

1. Starter List of High-Visibility
Opportunities for Executives
Executives don’t take full advantage of
opportunities to role model mission and
values

Promote Executive
Ownership of Engagement

2. Executive-Led Engagement
Initiatives
3. Engagement-Focused Executive
Incentives

4. Tiered Communication
Leaders lose credibility when they
can’t answer staff questions

Tell Leaders First—and
Help Them Tell Staff

5. Nurse Manager “Doomsday”
Exercise
6. Alumni Advisors

Team recognition is ad hoc

Recognize Leaders Individually
and Through Their Teams

7. Executive-Led Stay Interviews
8. Principled Recognition Triggers

9. Evening Email Blackout
Leaders don’t feel they have
permission to disconnect from work

Set Guardrails Around
Work-Life Balance

10. Meeting-Free Calendar Blocks
11. Picklist for Encouraging Leader
PTO Use

12. Formalized Individual
Development Conversations
Few customized development options
exist for non-succession candidates

Decouple Development
from Promotion

13. Alternative Care Setting
Experience for Leaders
14. Peer-Led Book Club
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Strategy 1

Promote Executive Ownership of
Engagement
1. Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for
Executives
2. Executive-Led Engagement Initiatives
3. Engagement-Focused Executive Incentives
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Promote Executive Ownership of Engagement

This representative leader
feedback illustrates the
“solvable HR challenge” we will
tackle in this section: executives
don’t take full advantage of
opportunities to role model their
organization’s mission and
values.

The Solvable HR Challenge
Executives Don’t Take Full Advantage of Opportunities to Role Model
Representative Open-Ended Feedback from Leaders
“When executives walk by staff without any acknowledgement, this is not living
the mission.”

“Senior executives need to be seen more in non-clinical areas.”

“It would mean so much more to the staff to have some recognition from the
CEO that he knows we exist and what we contribute to the organization.”

“I recently got on an elevator with two corporate executives...I got no
acknowledgement, hello, head nod, nothing. My badge was clearly visible
and I knew who they were.”

To address the “solvable HR
challenge” of executives not
consistently serving as role
models, HR leaders should
pursue a targeted strategy of
promoting executive ownership
of engagement. The goal is to
ensure that all executives make
engagement a priority—and are
given specific actions to drive
engagement.
The three best practices in this
section will equip HR leaders to
execute this strategy. To
successfully implement this
strategy you don’t need to
implement all three;
implementing even a single
practice will help improve leader
engagement.

Promote Executive Ownership of Engagement

What Leaders
Really Want

Solvable HR
Challenge

Executives as
visible role
models

Executives
don’t take full
advantage of
opportunities
to role model
mission and
values

Strategy

Best Practices

Promote
Executive
Ownership of
Engagement

1. Starter List of HighVisibility Opportunities for
Executives
2. Executive-Led
Engagement Initiatives

3. Engagement-Focused
Executive Incentives

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee Engagement
Database, 2014; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Promote Executive Ownership of Engagement

Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives
Practice in Brief
HR leaders help executives identify high-impact opportunities for publicly role-modeling their
organization’s mission and values.

Rationale
One of the biggest drivers of leader and staff engagement is executives who embody their organization’s
mission and values. The challenge for HR leaders and executives is that as organizations grow larger and
more complex, executives have fewer opportunities to interact with frontline staff and leaders.

HR leaders can help executives make the most of limited opportunities to interact with staff by helping
them use their time wisely. The following list of high-visibility opportunities will allow executives to reach the
greatest number of staff possible, in a short period of time.

Implementation Components
HR leaders should work with executives to identify the right option for each individual executive. No
executive can (or should) adopt more than a handful (one to three) of these options.
Option 1: Executive Rounding
Executives round on staff and leaders and ask a targeted set of engagement-related questions. The goal
is for staff to see executives as approachable and for executives to proactively surface staff concerns.
Option 2: Mobile Town Halls
Executives host 30-minute town halls for individual units each quarter. The goal is to hold an informal,
small-group discussion with an executive about the organization’s performance and top priorities.
Option 3: Executive-Led Leader Onboarding
Executives teach classes during new leader training. The goal is for new leaders to meet executives
early in their careers.

Option 4: Branded Informal Conversations with Executives
Executives host regular “branded” events (like “Bagels with Barb”). The goal is for executives to connect
with employees on a personal level and surface concerns and questions.
Option 5: Executive Blog
Executive team co-authors a blog with the goal of helping staff get to know executives and their priorities.

Practice Assessment
While this practice requires buy-in and time from executives, the five options offer executives multiple
high-profile opportunities for embodying their organization’s mission and values. HR leaders should
work with executives to identify the right option for each individual executive, and no executive should
adopt more than a handful of these options.
HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: A-

Ease of Implementation: A©2015 The Advisory Board Company • 31778
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Option 1: Executive Rounding
The first option for a highvisibility executive action is
executive rounding. While
executive rounding is common,
there’s wide variation in its
quality and effectiveness. The
checklist shown here includes
key ingredients that will make
executive rounding successful.
One of the most important
ingredients is the first item on
the list: ensuring executives
consistently ask the same
targeted questions when they
round. The goal is to help them
uncover trends or meaningful
changes in employee opinion.

Maximize the Impact of Executive Rounding
Checklist for Effective Rounding
Executives ask standardized set of questions
All executives have dedicated time to round at
least monthly
Rounding conversations include patients, staff,
and leaders

Single person owns rounding schedule and assigns
executives to each location on a rotating basis
Rounding locations include ambulatory sites
and non-clinical areas
Executives round on all shifts
Executives debrief as a team after rounding to
discuss themes and assign ownership for next steps

To help executives consistently
ask meaningful questions (and
keep track of responses), HR
leaders should arm executives
with a short, actionable rounding
template. The example shown
here will allow executives to ask
a standard set of questions that
will provide actionable feedback
for improving engagement.

Structured Rounding for Better Conversations

Access the rounding
template on
advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Option 2: Mobile Town Halls
The second option for a highvisibility executive action is
hosting short mobile town halls.
The goal is for executives to
engage employees through
short, interactive discussions
that are held multiple times
within a year—rather than a long
didactic town-hall meeting held
once a year.
St. Luke’s Woodlands Hospital
in The Woodlands, TX, recently
moved from an annual
organization-wide town hall
meeting to 30-minute, quarterly
town hall sessions that are led
by executives and hosted by
individual nursing units. While
the change was one of many
initiatives St. Luke’s undertook
to raise engagement, nurse
engagement at St. Luke’s is
10.8 percentage points higher
than the national benchmark.

Rethinking Town Hall Meetings to Reach More Staff
Comparison of Typical Town Hall Meetings and Mobile Town Hall Forums

Attribute

Typical Town
Hall Meeting

St. Luke’s Woodlands
Mobile Town Hall Forum

Location

Large auditorium

Unit

Frequency

Annually

Quarterly

Length

2-3 hours

30 minutes

Format

Didactic presentation

20 minute presentation;
10 minute discussion

Case in Brief: St. Luke’s Woodlands Hospital
• 154-bed hospital located in The Woodlands, Texas
• Began mobile town hall meetings in 2007 in response to poor town
hall meeting attendance (less than 50 attendees per meeting on
average)
• Meetings staggered across several days, shifts, and locations;
clinical management team covers the unit
• In 2013, 43.4% of St. Luke’s Woodlands RNs were engaged, 10.8
percentage points above the national benchmark

Source: St. Luke’s Woodlands Hospital, Woodlands, TX; Nursing
Executive Center, The National Prescription for Nurse Engagement,
Washington, DC: The Advisory Board Company, 2014.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Leaders at larger organizations
can use the implementation
guidance shown here to scale
mobile town halls. These
strategies will help organizations
strike the right balance of
holding smaller, executive-led
sessions while avoiding undue
demands on executive time.

Scaling Mobile Town Halls for Larger Organizations
Implementation Guidance for Larger Organizations
Guidance

Description

Combine Similar Units

Involve Senior Directors

Divide and Conquer

Use Video Conference
Technology

Combine meetings for similar care areas to reduce
number of Mobile Town Hall Forums while ensuring
group is small enough for interaction
Equip senior-level directors to present content at
Mobile Town Hall Forums
Divide meetings among executives to ensure all units
covered; convene as a group following Mobile Town
Hall Forums to discuss questions received

Overcome geographic barriers by meeting with staff
virtually via video conference

Source: Nursing Executive Center, The National Prescription for Nurse
Engagement, Washington, DC: The Advisory Board Company, 2014.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Option 3: Executive-Led
Leader Onboarding

The third option for a highvisibility executive action is
executive-led leader
onboarding. The goal is to
ensure new leaders have an
opportunity to personally meet
executives. In order to make this
a feasible ongoing commitment
for executives, HR should help
executives with preparation for
the training session.

Make It Easy for Executives to Teach New Leaders
Penn Medicine’s “Focus on People” Leader Orientation Session

Organizational
Development helps
executives plan their
two-hour session

At Penn Medicine in
Philadelphia, PA, executives
teach a portion of new leader
onboarding. Penn keeps
executive time investment low
by pairing them with an OD
facilitator who helps plan the
presentation, and by ensuring
executives don’t present for
more than two hours.

Organizational
Development manages
schedule and keeps
presentations up to date

Case in Brief: Penn Medicine
• 1,396-bed health system with four hospitals and over 200 ambulatory
specialty and primary care locations in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area
• Began executive-led new leader orientation through Penn Medicine
Academy in 2009
• All new leaders, whether through internal promotion or external hire, go
through executive-led leader orientation
• Each session restricted to no more than 40 leaders to facilitate meaningful
discussion; classes happen seven times per year
• Executives choose one of the key focus areas—People, Finance, Quality,
and Service—to discuss with leaders during onboarding; executives are
encouraged to share personal experiences during the conversation with
new leaders

Source: Penn Medicine, Philadelphia, PA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Option 4: Branded Informal
Conversations with
Executives
The fourth option for a highvisibility executive action is
branded informal conversations.
The goal is for executives to
personally connect with staff
and proactively hear their
thoughts and concerns.
Northern Arizona Healthcare in
Flagstaff, AZ, and The
Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP) in
Philadelphia, PA, both offer staff
an informal way to interact with
an executive. All staff are
welcome to attend “Bagels with
Barb” at Northern Arizona, while
staff at CHOP are formally
nominated to attend “Meals with
Madeline.” Executives do not
need talking points for these
conversations; the goal is to
have an open, personal dialogue
with staff. Each organization
markets the event with a catchy
title and food (an optional added
bonus).

Create Informal Opportunities to Interact with Staff
Branded Conversations with Executives

Northern Arizona Healthcare
• CEO invites all staff to join her
for quarterly hour-long “Bagels
with Barb” sessions

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
• COO hosts monthly “Meals with
Madeline” for frontline staff
• Different department chosen each
month, manager nominates frontline
staff

Tips for Informal Executive Encounters
• Choose times and places with a captive audience
• Ensure employees’ undivided attention (no computers,
patients, or other distractions)
• Use a consistent brand or format to create “buzz”
• Select times and places where you will encounter a high
volume of employees
• When possible, plan topics to reinforce or promote
• Make it fun (when in doubt, provide food)

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions interviews and analysis.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

Option 5: Executive Blog
The fifth option for a highvisibility executive action is an
executive blog. The goal is for
leaders to communicate directly
with staff in their own voice.
The CMO of Good Samaritan
Health System in Lebanon, PA,
started a blog, allowing all
leaders to contribute content to
maintain consistent posts and a
variety of perspectives. Good
Samaritan uses the blog as a
venue to collect and respond to
employee feedback—
responding to all employee
feedback quickly and directly on
the blog.

Executives Increasing Their Visibility by Going Online
Tips for Promoting a Meaningful (and Appropriate) Conversation
1

Vary Voices
and Topics
Multiple bloggers broadens appeal and makes it
easier to post regularly

Good Samaritan’s first post
intentionally not written by
executive to emphasize
importance of receiving
input from all levels

2

Review
Comments
Particularly for initial or sensitive posts, preview and
approve comments to prevent trolling

Prohibiting anonymous
comments reduces need to
review and approve
comments and does not
prevent most people from
commenting

3

Reply Fast, Often,
and Publicly
Bloggers should monitor and reply to all comments
on their posts to encourage active dialogue

Case in Brief: Good Samaritan Health System
• 172-bed acute care facility located in Lebanon, Pennsylvania
• CMO started online blog to encourage open dialogue
• All leaders, not just senior most executives, encouraged to
post content

Source: Good Samaritan, Lebanon, PA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 1: Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives

This is a recap of five options for
increasing executive visibility.
Each option requires a different
amount of executive time, and
has a different impact on
frontline and leader
engagement. No organization
(or executive) should try to
implement every option. HR
leaders and executives will
receive a significant impact from
implementing even one of these
options, and can choose the
option that best suits their
leadership style and schedule.

Give Executives a Place to Plug In
Starter List of High-Visibility Opportunities for Executives
Tactic

Capsule Description

Executive
Rounding

Executives round on
clinical and non-clinical
staff and leaders with
a specific set of
questions

Mobile Town
Halls

Executives host brief
town hall meetings in
each unit or
department

Executive-Led
Leader
Onboarding

System and facility
executives serve as
faculty during new
leader onboarding

Branded
Informal
Conversations
with
Executives

Executives host
regular branded event
(usually with food) to
have informal
conversations with
leaders and staff

Executive Blog

Team of executives
communicate directly
with leaders and staff
via regular blog posts

No
Impact

Minimum
Impact

Impact on Leader
Engagement

Moderate
Impact

Impact on Staff
Engagement

Significant
Impact

Maximum
Impact

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Promote Executive Ownership of Engagement

Practice 2: Executive-Led Engagement Initiatives
Practice in Brief
Individual executives own a small number of specific engagement improvement opportunities. The
goal is for executives to drive house-wide improvement on initiatives that exceed the scope of
individual managers.

Rationale
Directors and managers own the vast majority of projects designed to improve engagement. While this
is the right answer for unit or service-line initiatives, sometimes mid-level leaders don’t have the
resources, skill, or influence to lead especially complex initiatives or those that span an entire
organization. In these select instances, an executive should directly own the initiative.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Identify Engagement Initiatives Requiring Executive Ownership
HR leaders determine when engagement improvement opportunities exceed the scope of mid-level leaders.
Component #2: Tap Individual Executives to Lead Specific Engagement Initiatives

Chief Human Resource Officer or other senior HR leader enlists an individual executive to own a limited
number (one to two) of critical engagement initiatives that cannot be effectively owned by mid-level leaders.

Practice Assessment
HR leaders should carefully match executives to initiatives in areas of their interest or expertise. The
Center also recommends matching the executive with a “second in command” who the executive can
delegate to, and who can help keep the project on track. If both these precautions are taken, executive
ownership can significantly improve the success of an engagement initiative.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: AEase of Implementation: B+
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Practice 2: Executive-Led Engagement Initiatives

Most engagement initiatives are
owned by managers and
directors. In fact, managers and
directors own an estimated 95%
of the 16,000 initiatives in the
Advisory Board Survey
Solutions Action Planner. While
this is the right answer for unit or
service-line initiatives,
sometimes mid-level leaders
don’t have the resources, skill,
or influence to lead especially
complex initiatives or those that
span an entire organization. In
these select instances, an
executive should directly own
the initiative.

Engagement Action Plans Often Missing a Key Player

The first component of this
practice is to identify which
engagement initiatives require
executive ownership. The
checklist shown here contains
criteria for identifying which
initiatives may exceed the scope
or skill of individual managers.

Identify Engagement Opportunities Meriting
Executive Ownership

The second component is to
determine which executives
should own those organizationwide engagement initiatives.
The CHRO or other senior
leadership should enlist those
executives to own the initiatives.

Typical Ownership of Engagement Action Plans
n ≈ 16,000 action plans

VP and Above
5%

Managers

Directors
75%

20%

Diagnostic Checklist for Executive Ownership
The improvement opportunity is outside the span of control of
frontline managers

The improvement opportunity is prevalent across most
facilities/departments/units
The departments affected have low manager
effectiveness scores
The majority of managers lack the skills needed to drive
engagement at the unit level
The organization requires a major cultural shift across several
areas (quality, engagement, patient satisfaction, etc.)
If you checked the majority of the boxes above, consider
asking executives to own the improvement priority
Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions interviews and analysis;
HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Promote Executive Ownership of Engagement

Practice 3: Engagement-Focused Executive Incentives
Practice in Brief
All executive incentive plans include an employee engagement goal. The goal is to encourage all
executives to prioritize and improve engagement.

Rationale
Since all executives directly impact staff and leader engagement, every executive should be held
accountable for engagement—not just the HR executive.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Include an Engagement Goal on Every Executive’s Incentive Plan
Every executive should have an employee engagement goal on their incentive plan, and performance
against the goal should impact their incentive payout.
Component #2: Select the Appropriate Engagement Metric for Each Member of the Executive Team
Senior HR leaders and executives must determine the most appropriate engagement metric for each
executive. Key factors to consider include: the scope of the metric (enterprise-wide versus facility-specific)
and the yardstick (absolute performance versus amount of improvement).

Practice Assessment
Most executives have an incentive plan, but not all contain an engagement goal. Although modifying
executive incentive plans is rarely easy, it is nearly always time well spent. Executives have an outsized
impact on leader and staff engagement, and one of the most effective actions HR leaders can take is to
ensure executives are directly accountable for engagement.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: A
Ease of Implementation: A-
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Practice 3: Engagement-Focused Executive Incentives

Component #1: Include an
Engagement Goal on Every
Executive’s Incentive Plan
The first component of this
practice is to ensure each
executive’s incentive plan
includes an engagement goal.
An example is shown here.

Give Executives a Financial Stake in Engagement
Representative Goals in Leader Incentive Plan
1

Reduce 30-day readmission rate

2

Increase patient satisfaction

3

Reduce hospital-associated
infection rate

4

Increase point-of-service collections

5

Increase employee engagement

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 3: Engagement-Focused Executive Incentives

Component #2: Select the
Appropriate Engagement
Metric for Each Member of the
Executive Team
The second component is to
decide which specific
engagement metric to include
on an individual executive’s
incentive plan. The diagnostic
questions in the second column
can help you choose the
appropriate metric based on
your organization’s current
engagement levels.
When choosing a metric, HR
leaders should be aware of the
trade-offs shown in the third and
fourth columns.

What’s the Right Metric?
Frequently Used Engagement Metrics
Metric

Diagnostic
Questions

Cons

Percentage of
engaged
employees

• Is your level of
disengagement
and ambivalence
below the 50th
percentile?
• Are you a high
performing
organization
overall?

• Most aspirational
• Individuals typically
familiar with metric

• Doesn’t factor in
performance on
remaining three
engagement
categories
(content,
ambivalent,
disengaged)

Engagement
mean

• Is your level of
disengagement
and ambivalence
above the 50th
percentile?

• Accounts for
performance
across entire
engagement
spectrum (all four
categories)1

• Doesn’t resonate
with staff
• Less aspirational

Percentage of
engaged and
content
employees

• Is your level of
disengagement
and ambivalence
below the 50th
percentile?
• Is your
engagement below
the 50th percentile?

• Focuses on top
two categories
• Individuals typically
familiar with metric

• Doesn’t factor in
ambivalent and
disengaged
performance
• Less aspirational

Specific
dimension
(e.g. teamwork)

• Is there a
performance
indicator that
stands out as a
consistent
improvement
opportunity or is a
more direct driver
of a larger
organizational
priority?

• Narrows the focus
of the organization
to a specific issue
or challenge

• Doesn’t factor in
overall level of
engagement

1) Engaged, content, ambivalent, disengaged.
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Practice 3: Engagement Focused Executive Incentives

When selecting a metric for
executive incentive plans, the
next consideration is if each
executive has a unique metric or
if they all focus on the same
metric. There are pros and cons
to each approach. The benefit of
a shared goal is that it fosters
better alignment across the
executive team. The benefit of
an individual goal is that it
provides a clear line of sight for
the executive’s impact. When in
doubt, The Center recommends
all executives share a goal; this
will help ensure executives are
pursuing complementary
engagement strategies.

How Many Engagement Goals Should the Executive
Team Have?

Individual Goals

CEO

CNO

CMO

Goal:
Increase
percentage
of engaged
staff

Goal:
Increase
percentage
of engaged
nurses

Goal:
Increase
percentage
of engaged
physicians

OR

Shared Goal

CEO

CNO

CMO

Goal:
Increase percentage of engaged staff

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions analysis; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Strategy 2

Tell Leaders First—And
Help Them Tell Staff
4. Tiered Communication
5. Nurse Manager “Doomsday” Exercise

6. Alumni Advisors
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Tell Leaders First—And Help Them Tell Staff

This representative leader
feedback illustrates the
“solvable HR challenge” we will
tackle in this section: leaders
lose credibility when they can’t
answer staff questions.

To address the “solvable HR
challenge” of leaders losing
credibility when they can’t
answer staff questions, HR
leaders should pursue a
targeted strategy of sharing
information with leaders first—
and helping them communicate
it to frontline employees. The
three best practices in this
section will equip HR leaders to
execute this strategy. To
successfully implement this
strategy you don’t need to
implement all three;
implementing even a single
practice will help improve leader
engagement.

The Solvable HR Challenge
Leaders Lose Credibility When They Can’t Answer Staff Questions
Representative Open-Ended Feedback from Leaders

“Even when you know the right
person to go to with a question,
they don’t have the answer
because everything is changing
so quickly. It makes it hard to be
a leader and be credible.”

“Decisions that impact
departments are being made
without input from the respective
department's director. In some
cases, change is dictated
versus discussed.”

“It feels like we are the last to
know about changes that are
happening on our unit and no
one asks us for our input on the
changes being proposed.”

“Our role is constantly
changing, and our input is not
asked. We are informed of
the changes sometimes in
meetings, but others through
word of mouth or in email.”

Tell Leaders First—And Help Them Tell Staff

What Leaders
Really Want

Solvable HR
Challenge

Respect for me
as a leader

Leaders lose
credibility
when they
can’t answer
staff questions

Strategy

Best Practices

Tell Leaders
First—And
Help Them
Tell Staff

4. Tiered
Communication
5. Nurse Manager
“Doomsday”
Exercise

6. Alumni Advisors

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee Engagement
Database, 2014; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Tell Leaders First—And Help Them Tell Staff

Practice 4: Tiered Communication
Practice in Brief
Senior leaders stagger communication so that managers receive news before frontline employees.
The goal is to ensure managers have time to ask clarifying questions before they field questions from
the frontline and feel “in the loop” on their organization’s direction and priorities. The staggering of
information can be as simple as giving managers advance notice of news via a weekly Monday
email, and sharing news house-wide the Friday of the same week.

Rationale
When managers aren’t given advance notice of important information, they aren’t equipped to answer
frontline staff members’ questions. And when managers repeatedly fail to answer questions, they lose
credibility and the message itself can be muddled.
Moreover, if senior leaders first share information with managers, they can give managers scripting that
explains the information to frontline staff. This increases manager effectiveness and improves the
likelihood the message is understood.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Send Managers Key Information in a Single, Regular Communication
Consolidate need-to-know information for managers into a single, regular communication sent on a
consistent schedule.
Component #2: Make Communication Quickly Scannable for Managers
Use clear headings, color-coding, and simple, direct language to enable leaders to quickly extract the most
critical information.

Component #3: Equip Managers to Easily Share Information with Frontline Staff
Provide managers with talking points, FAQs, and materials that will help them effectively share key
information with the frontline.
Component #4: Stagger Manager and All Staff Communication
Deliberately time communications so that managers receive news before frontline employees.

Practice Assessment
This is a highly effective strategy for improving organization-wide communication and ensuring leaders
feel informed about important changes. While it requires dedicated time and energy to consolidate
leader communication into an easily-read message, doing this—and also giving managers advance
notice of key information—will improve leader engagement. The third element (providing managers with
talking points to help them share information with staff) is more resource intensive. While it is an
important ingredient and highly recommended, this practice can be pursued without it.
HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: A
Ease of Implementation: B©2015 The Advisory Board Company • 31778
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Component #1: Send
Managers Key Information in
a Single, Regular
Communication
The first component of this
practice is to capture all needto-know information for leaders
in one weekly communication.
This streamlines the number of
messages sent to managers
and ensures they aren’t
overloaded by emails and that
they also know which single
email is a “must read.”
Component #2: Make
Communication Quickly
Scannable for Managers
The second component of this
practice is to use a consistent
format that allows leaders to
quickly extract critical
information.
Leaders at University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center in
Pittsburgh, PA, color-code their
weekly emails for nurse
managers to clearly signal which
items require immediate action
and which managers can review
on their own time. “Red” is for
action items, “green” is for key
information and “black” is for
nice-to-know information. UPMC
also keeps the email brief, so
leaders can quickly digest the
information.

One Easy-to-Scan Email for Leaders
Sample UPMC “Nursing Weekly” Email Excerpt
Dear Colleagues: Here is the Nursing Update for the
week of September 5, 2012
As a reminder, Red means action; Green means for your
information and exploration; and Black is communication.

Central Sterile Processing Career Ladder update:
attached are all of the updated Central Sterile JD’s and a
summary chart of the minimum requirements required for
each of the positions in the ladder. Please review and send
any comments/feedback that you have by September 19,
2012.
Peer review forms: As discussed in the CNO meeting,
attached are the paper/email versions of the peer review
forms. If you are not using eperformance for peer review,
these are the only other acceptable documents to use.

Sent by CNE to all
leaders at the
manager level and
above

Includes a limited
number of brief,
important updates
Color-coded to
highlight action
items

Articles from NEJM and RWJ: Sharing two articles, the
first is by Zeke Emanuel, et al., in the NEJM on cost
containment that includes removing practice barriers for
APRNs and the other is from RWJ and is an update on
advances on IOM recommendations in the area of primary
care.

Case in Brief: UPMC
• 4,500-bed, 20-hospital integrated health system headquartered in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

• Chief nurse executive established email color coding system to delineate
types of information and call attention to most important updates
• Red indicates action items, green indicates items to share with staff,
and black communicates any other information
• Emails with red action items require nurse managers to respond to
Director of Strategic Initiatives; director follows up with noncompliant
nurse managers

Source: UPMC, Pittsburgh, PA; Nursing Executive Center, Integrated Nursing
Enterprise, Washington, DC: Advisory Board Company, 2013.
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Component #3: Equip
Managers to Easily Share
Information with Frontline
Staff
The third component of this
practice is to provide leaders
with ready-to-use talking points
that equip them to easily share
information with their staff.
At Scripps Health in San Diego,
CA, leaders receive a weekly
email that contains key
information for leaders, plus
talking points for leaders to
communicate the information to
their staff.
Scripps gives leaders additional
resources to talk to their staff
about complex or sensitive
topics. Sample resources
include an infographic on
staffing levels or detailed talking
points about changes to the
benefits plan.

Make It Easy for Leaders to Share Information with Staff
Regular Attachment to Weekly Email
5-Minute News to Know
(Week of March 23, 2015)
All staff will soon be evaluated according to Teamwork, Accountability, Service,
Innovation, Integrity, Excellence, Efficiency and Compliance. The online Scripps Career
Center (SCC) includes an improved performance management process and one set of
performance elements based on Scripps’ Principles.
• To align all work with Scripps strategic objectives, staff, have been assigned two
performance objectives for FY15. These performance objectives are directly aligned to
Scripps strategic objectives, and are reflective of performance objectives assigned to
your manager. The performance objectives results will NOT be used to calculate your
merit increase in FY15, but will be incorporated into staff performance evaluations
for FY16.

Sample Additional Communication Resources
Infographic on Staffing Levels

Talking Points on Benefits Plan Changes
1. To continue our success as the health
care industry changes, we must align
our investments in employee
programs with organizational priorities
and patient care operations.
2. Affordable Care Act (ACA)
requirements and government fees
related to the employee medical plan
will cost Scripps $6 million in 2015
and $58 million total by 2018.
3. We are investing $1.2 billion annually
to provide competitive employee
wages and benefits that align with the
San Diego market. In 2015, we will
increase our investment in employees
by more than $30 million.

Case in Brief: Scripps Health
• Four-hospital, five-campus, 1,343-bed system based in San Diego, California
• Communications team sends out weekly manager email to all leaders; weekly
emails include Five-Minute News to Know, a streamlined version of need-toknow information to be shared with all staff
• For complex or sensitive announcements, leaders receive resources to help
them share information with staff; resources may include PowerPoint template,
talking points, Q&A, or infographic
Source: Scripps Health, San Diego, CA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 4: Tiered Communication

Component #4: Stagger
Manager and All Staff
Communication
The fourth component of this
practice is to give managers
advance notice of important
news. This ensures managers
understand the news and have
time to ask clarifying questions
before they answer questions
from their staff. It also ensures
managers feel “in the loop” on
their organization’s direction and
priorities. The staggering of
information can be as simple as
giving managers advance notice
of news via a weekly Monday
email, and sharing news housewide the Friday of the same
week.

As shown here, Scripps’
manager engagement is well
above the national benchmark,
in part due to this practice.

Give Leaders Time to Share Information with Staff

Send weekly
leader email

M

M

Send housewide
communication

T

W

Th

F

Leaders ask clarifying questions
and share information with staff

Manager Engagement at Scripps Well Above Benchmark
Percentage of Managers Engaged
2014

70.6%

60.8%

Scripps

National Benchmark

Source: Scripps Health, San Diego, CA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Tell Leaders First—And Help Them Tell Staff

Practice 5: Nurse Manager “Doomsday” Exercise
Practice in Brief
Nurse managers and directors participate in an interactive “doomsday” budget exercise designed to
show the financial impact of adverse events on unit budgets. The goal is to help managers
understand the larger context for the organization’s financial decisions, and translate this information
to frontline staff.

Rationale
Senior leaders rely on managers to explain the rationale for key organizational goals to frontline staff.
Yet, managers themselves may not fully appreciate the financial implications of external market forces,
especially the impact of adverse events. By running the exercise, leaders will improve manager
understanding of the impact of adverse events on their unit finances—and provide managers with a
powerful exercise for educating frontline staff.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Demonstrate the Individual Cost of Select Adverse Events for Unit Managers
Senior leaders clarify the cost of clinical errors for managers by reviewing a fictional “doomsday” scenario,
in which a patient develops several hospital-acquired conditions across the course of a single
hospitalization.
Component #2: Provide Managers with Next Year’s Estimated Unit Budget
Leaders provide managers with an estimated unit budget for the next year (if appropriate, by reducing the
budget to reflect external market pressures).

Component #3: Require Managers to Deduct the Cost of Adverse Events From Next Year’s
Unit Budget
Using real rates of adverse events from the previous fiscal year, leaders ask managers to calculate the
impact of “doomsday” events on their own unit budget for the coming year.
Component #4: Demonstrate the Individual Cost of Select Adverse Events for Frontline Staff
Managers clarify the cost of clinical errors for frontline staff by sharing the same fictional “doomsday”
scenario they previously reviewed with senior leaders.
Component #5: Require Staff to Eliminate Unit Expenses Following Each “Doomsday” Event
Manager supplies staff with a list of budgeted unit expenses and ask them to make difficult choices about
which resources to eliminate following each “doomsday” event, in order to offset the costs.

Practice Assessment
This practice requires an initial investment of leaders’ time but can be a powerful strategy for ensuring
managers and frontline staff understand difficult budgetary trade-offs faced by organizational leaders.
HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: AEase of Implementation: B
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Practice 5: Nurse Manager “Doomsday” Exercise

Component #1: Demonstrate
the Individual Cost of Select
Adverse Events for Unit
Managers

Demonstrating the Individual Cost of Select Adverse
Events for Unit Managers
Overview of MedStar Montgomery’s Hypothetical “Doomsday” Exercise

The first component of the
Nurse Manager “Doomsday”
Exercise is to demonstrate the
cost of select adverse events to
nurse managers by using a
fictional case scenario.
Leaders at MedStar
Montgomery Medical Center in
Olney, MD, simulated a
“doomsday” exercise, in which a
fictional patient develops
conditions resulting from clinical
errors. An overview of the
scenario is shown here.

No bed alarm
used despite fall
risk; falls and
fractures femur

Mrs. Jones
Arrives at
Emergency
Department

14-Day Hospital Stay

Admitted to
observation unit

Nurse leaders running the
exercise highlight the unique
cost of each avoidable event.
Cost:

Clostridium difficile
spread to Mrs. Jones
after clinician forgets
to wash hands

Develops pressure
ulcer after placed
on wrong surface
in OR and PACU

Central line
precautions missed;
develops 103º fever

Urinary catheter kept
in place longer than
necessary, resulting in UTI

Observation
Unit
Admission

Patient
Fall

Central
Line
Infection

Pressure
Ulcer

$3,000

$10,000

$54,000

$3,000

Urinary Clostridium
Tract
Difficile
Infection
Infection
$44,000

$7,000

Case in Brief: MedStar Montgomery Medical Center
• 138-bed acute-care hospital located in Olney, Maryland; part
of the integrated health care delivery system, MedStar Health
• Nurse managers and directors completed interactive budget
exercise during regular training in July 2013; intended to help
leaders understand the financial implications of new legislation
• Managers conducted budget exercise with frontline leaders;
magnetic boards helped staff visualize financial impact on the
unit level
• Immediately following manager training exercise, ad-hoc budget
requests reduced to zero

Source: MedStar Montgomery Medical Center, Olney, MD; Nursing
Executive Center, National Prescription for Nurse Engagement,
Washington, DC: Advisory Board Company, 2013.
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Practice 5: Nurse Manager “Doomsday” Exercise

Component #2: Provide
Managers with Next Year’s
Estimated Unit Budget
The second component of this
practice is to provide managers
with next year’s anticipated
budget. In MedStar’s case,
nurse leaders applied a budget
deduction reflecting the
anticipated impact of external
market forces on the
organization.

Quantifying the Potential Impact of Adverse Events
Overview of MedStar Montgomery’s Nurse Manager Budget Exercise

Component #3: Require
Managers to Deduct the Cost
of Adverse Events from Next
Year’s Unit Budget
The third component is to equip
nurse managers to calculate the
impact of adverse events on
their individual unit budgets.

Managers
Bring Their
Unit Budgets

Apply Across
the Board
Budget Cuts1 to
Unit Budgets

X

Total Number of
Patient Falls,
FY 2013

÷

Total Patient
Fall Cost

Deduct Impact
of “Doomsday”
Events

Average Cost
per Patient Fall

Number of Units

=

=

17% of
Managers Learn
Their Units
Would Close

Total Patient
Fall Cost

Cost of Patient
Falls per Unit

MedStar senior leaders asked
managers to bring a copy of
next year’s budget (with the
deduction). Using real rates of
adverse events from the
previous fiscal year, leaders
asked managers to calculate the
impact of select adverse events
on their own unit budgets.
Surprisingly, one-fifth of
Medstar’s unit managers found
that if their unit was run as a
stand-alone business, it would
be forced to close as a result of
the cost of adverse effects.

Access the “Doomsday”
Exercise at advisory.com/
hrac/engageyourleaders.

Source: MedStar Montgomery Medical Center, Olney, MD; Nursing
Executive Center, National Prescription for Nurse Engagement,
Washington, DC: Advisory Board Company, 2013.

1) Budget cuts include cuts from sequestration and Value-Based Purchasing;
calculated using publicly available data.
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The final component of this
practice is to have staff offset
the cost of adverse events by
eliminating commonly used
items from the unit budget. At
Medstar, following each adverse
event in the exercise, managers
asked staff to physically remove
unit supplies from a magnetic
board (shown here) to offset the
additional costs from the
avoidable adverse events.

Visualizing the Impact of Avoidable Budget Cuts
“Doomsday” Magnetic Board Exercise for Frontline Staff
Magnetic board with
moveable, magnetic
pieces placed at front of
room during “Doomsday”
exercise for frontline staff

IMAGE CREDIT: MEDSTAR MONTGOMERY MEDICAL CENTER.

The fourth component of this
practice is to demonstrate the
individual cost of select adverse
events for frontline staff.
Managers taught frontline staff
the cost of adverse events by
sharing the same fictional
scenario they previously
reviewed with senior leaders.

Staff asked to remove
items from board as they
cut them from
hypothetical unit budget

Board created in-house
using a camera, color
printer, laminator, and
magnetic tape

Reducing Ad Hoc Budget Requests
Prior to conducting the
“doomsday” exercise with
managers and staff, the CNO at
MedStar received at least one or
two ad hoc requests for
unbudgeted items from each
unit every month. However,
months after the “doomsday”
exercise the CNO reported
receiving no ad hoc budgets
requests. This significant
reduction in ad hoc budget
requests indicated that
managers had a greater
understanding of the larger
context for the organization’s
financial decisions.

Ad Hoc Manager Requests for Unbudgeted Items
2013

0

0

0

0

Nurse Manager
“Doomsday” Exercise
Completed

Source: MedStar Montgomery Medical Center, Olney, MD; Nursing
Executive Center, National Prescription for Nurse Engagement,
Washington, DC: Advisory Board Company, 2013.
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Tell Leaders First—And Help Them Tell Staff

Practice 6: Alumni Advisors
Practice in Brief
Hospital leaders efficiently solicit leader feedback on key decisions by engaging alumni of their
organization’s leader advisory council. The goal is for a meaningful number of leaders to understand
and offer meaningful input on important decisions.

Rationale
Many organizations collect leader input by soliciting input from members of a leader advisory council.
While the structure of leader advisory councils varies across organizations, most councils are designed
to involve only a small number of leaders for a finite period of time. By creating an alumni group, HR
leaders can increase the number of leaders providing input on key decisions. This increases leader
engagement and improves decision making.

Implementation Components
[If Needed] Component #1: Create a Leader Advisory Council
Hospital leadership creates a leader advisory council, selecting a limited, cross-section of leaders to serve
for a pre-defined term length.
Component #2: Solicit Input from Alumni Council Members
HR leaders create an alumni group for members of the leader advisory council who complete their term of
service. The goal is to continue to engage with leaders even after they “graduate” from the council.

Practice Assessment
For organizations that already have an established leader advisory council, this practice requires
minimal additional investment and can yield meaningful improvements in leader engagement. The
benefits of creating an alumni council compound over time, since the size of the alumni cohort
increases each year.
For organizations that do not yet have a leader advisory council, we recommend creating one. They
require minimal investment (beyond executive and participant time) and can yield substantial benefits to
leader engagement as a result of executive exposure and the opportunity for managers to offer input on
key organizational decisions.

HR Advancement Center Grades

Practice Impact: B+
Ease of Implementation: A-
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Practice 6: Alumni Advisors

Component #1: Create a
Leader Advisory Council

The first component of this
practice is to create a leader
advisory council (if one doesn’t
already exist).
Gundersen Health System in
Lacrosse, WI, implemented a
Leader Touchstone Group. The
group includes 22 leaders who
are randomly chosen from
across the health system and
serve a one-year term.

Soliciting Input from Representative Group of Leaders
Components of Gundersen’s Leader Touchstone Group
Representative
Sample of
Leaders
22 leaders randomly
chosen from across the
health system to capture
a variety of perspectives

Alumni
Cohort

Defined
Term
Length
Participants serve for
one year, rotate off
after year is over

After completing term,
participants become part
of leader alumni cohort

Case in Brief: Gundersen Health System
• Non-profit, comprehensive integrated health care network headquartered in
La Crosse, Wisconsin
• In 2010 Gundersen formed Leader Touchstone Group to solicit input from
managers across the organization
• Participants serve one-year term and then join alumni cohort, senior leaders
use alumni listserv to solicit input on key decisions

Component #2: Solicit Input
from Alumni Council
Members
The second component of this
practice is to continue to engage
leader advisory council
members even after they
“graduate” from the council.
Gundersen continues to seek
input from former council
members through a variety of
channels, including email. As
shown, Gundersen asks
specific, easy-to-answer
questions that generate
actionable feedback from their
council alumni.

Reach Out to Council Alumni to Continue Collecting Input
Sample Email Sent to Gundersen’s Touchstone Group Alumni
Hello!
As a Leadership Touchstone Group Current Member or Alumni, we would like your
input regarding content ideas for the Leadership Conference.
Below are topics we are considering. If there is a specific topic you feel is a knowledge
or skill gap for leaders, please share!
Please share your feedback by Friday, April 3 if possible.
Check all topics below that would appeal to you or your leader colleagues.
Workshop Sessions (30-45 minutes)
___ Getting more comfortable with sharing your finance analysis
___ Using conversations and documentation to help move the dial
___ Fine-tuning skills in Providing Constructive Feedback
___ Using the A-3 with staff…and feeling good about it!
___ Identifying specific improvement opportunities and managing scope
___ Getting the data you need
___ What makes for a great day for you? Leadership Renewal strategies
___ Re-energizing department staff meetings
___ Making the most of a key retention tool: GHS Retirement Fund

Source: Gundersen Health System, La Crosse, WI; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 6: Alumni Advisors

The benefits of engaging council
alumni compound annually,
since every year more council
alumni “graduate” from active
council membership. Scripps
has convened a leader advisory
council for more than 25 years,
and just over 40% of current
leaders have served on the
council. Scripps continues to
actively engage alumni by
offering the ongoing
opportunities shown here.

Alumni Actively Invested 15 Years Later at Scripps
Percentage of Scripps’s
Leaders Who Have Participated
in Leadership Academy
n ≈ 700

Examples of Alumni Involvement

Set agenda for all-managers’
meeting three times a year

Organize select social events
for Scripps employees
≈ 40%
Run annual quality summit

Attend monthly Q&A
sessions with Scripps CEO

As shown here, manager and
director engagement is well
above the national benchmark at
Gundersen, in part due to their
efforts to continually seek input
from many leaders, rather than
just a small subset.

Manager and Director Engagement Strong
Percentage of Managers and Directors Engaged at Gundersen Health
2014

68.8%

63.2%

Gundersen

National Benchmark

Source: Gundersen Health System, La Crosse, WI; Scripps Health,
San Diego, CA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Strategy 3

Recognize Leaders Individually
and Through Their Teams
7. Executive-Led Stay Interviews
8. Principled Recognition Triggers
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Recognize Leaders Individually and Through Their Teams

This representative leader
feedback illustrates the
“solvable HR challenge” we will
tackle in this section: leaders
aren’t sure how to get
executives to recognize their
team’s strong performance, and
as a result much of an
organization’s recognition feels
ad hoc and subjective.
To address the “solvable HR
challenge” of recognition
seeming ad hoc and subjective,
HR must partner with senior
executives to ensure every
leader—and their team—
receives appropriate
recognition. The goal is to
ensure recognition efforts
extend “beyond the usual
suspects” of employees in direct
care roles, and that awards
have clear criteria and cannot
be perceived as subjective.
The two best practices in this
section will equip HR leaders to
execute this strategy. Both focus
on non-financial recognition for
leaders and their teams.
However, to achieve a greater
impact, the Center recommends
pairing these non-financial
recognition practices with
financial incentives. The
Center’s publication, Best
Practices for Ensuring Individual
Performance Goals Motivate
Staff Year-Round, provides
guidance that equips you to
ensure leaders at your
organization have financial
incentives that are meaningful
and financially sustainable.

The Solvable HR Challenge
Team Recognition Is Ad Hoc
Representative Open-Ended Feedback from Leaders

“I feel staff go unrecognized for
their work. The same people are
awarded. I try to let them know
they are needed but that only
does so much coming from me.”

“Managers work very hard on a
daily basis and I think because we
are between senior management
and our frontline colleagues we
are the forgotten folks.”

“I think it would go a long way in
staff satisfaction if encouragement
and praise didn’t come from just
the department leadership.”

“Recognition programs tend to
only reward people who have
contact with patients.”

Recognize Leaders Individually and Through Their Teams

What Leaders
Really Want

Solvable HR
Challenge

Respect for my
team’s
contributions

Team
recognition is
ad hoc

Strategy

Best Practices

Recognize
Leaders
Individually
and Through
Their Teams

7. Executive-Led Stay
Interviews

8. Principled Recognition
Triggers

To access Best Practices for Ensuring Individual
Performance Goals Motivate Staff Year-Round, visit
advisory.com/hrac and enter the title in the search bar.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 7: Executive-Led Stay Interviews
Practice in Brief
Executives hold proactive “stay interviews” with high-performing leaders. The goal is to retain highpotential leaders by having an executive formally recognize their strong performance, understand
their professional goals, and proactively surface any retention risks.

Rationale
While proactive stay interviews are a known strategy for retaining high-performing frontline staff, they
are less commonly used with leaders. Yet stay interviews are a low-cost, highly effective way to
recognize and retain high-performing leaders.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Identify a Small Number of Top-Performing Leaders Who Are Critical to Retain
The goal is to identify a sufficiently small cohort of high-performing leaders so that an executive can meet
with each leader individually. It is better to err on the side of feasibility and start small; the number of
high-performing leaders can always be increased over time.
Component #2: Senior Leaders Ask Top-Performing Leaders Targeted Questions About Their Ideal Role
A senior executive conducts a one-on-one interview with each top-performing leader. The executive asks specific
questions that help them understand the high-performing leader’s professional goals and surface potential
retention risks.

Practice Assessment
This practice is a highly effective strategy for recognizing and retaining high-performing leaders. It
requires an up-front investment of executive time, but nearly always saves executive time in the long
run by reducing turnover of high performing leaders (and reducing the time spent in exit interviews,
interviewing, and onboarding). Organizations can scale this practice by focusing on a small number of
leaders and asking a limited set of questions.

HR Advancement Center Grades

Practice Impact: A
Ease of Implementation: A
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Practice 7: Executive-Led Stay Interviews

Component #1: Identify a
Small Number of TopPerforming Leaders Who Are
Critical to Retain
The first component of this
practice is to identify a small
number of high-performing
leaders who are critical to an
organization’s future success.
This was done by executives at
Carroll Hospital Center in
Westminster, MD, as they
prepared for an upcoming
merger. Executives realized the
potential disruption of the
merger could cause some of
their top performers to depart.
So executives identified a
limited number of highperforming mid-level leaders
they especially wanted to retain.

Component #2: Senior
Leaders Ask Top-Performing
Leaders Targeted Questions
About Their Ideal Role
The second component is to
prepare senior executives to
conduct individual, proactive
stay interviews with highperforming leaders. Senior
executives should use a
targeted set of questions that
reveal the leader’s ideal role and
assess retention risk.

At Carroll Hospital Center, the
CEO and VPHR led most of the
stay interviews. They asked
each leader the five questions
shown here. The individual
attention from the CEO provided
needed recognition for each
leader, and helped Carroll’s
executives understand how to
retain each high performer.

Enlist Executives for One-on-One Leader Recognition
Carroll Hospital Executives Conduct Stay Interviews with Select Leaders
Percentage of Leaders
Receiving Stay Interviews

Interviewer Criteria
Senior Executives

40%

No Direct Oversight of
Interviewees

Case in Brief: Carroll Hospital Center
• 193-bed hospital based in Westminster, Maryland; recently merged with
LifeBridge Health

• In 2014, implemented stay interviews with high-performing leaders with
high flight risk; started interviews due to impending merger
• CEO and VPHR conducted majority of interviews

Equip Executives with Interview Questions to Guide the
Conversation
Carroll Hospital’s Stay Interview Guide

1

What is your dream job and what can we do to support
your progress toward it?

2

What might entice you to leave?

3

Are we fully utilizing your talents?

4

What is the one thing that would make your job more
satisfying and rewarding?

5

Do you feel we recognize you? What kind of recognition is
most meaningful to you?

Source: Carroll Hospital Center, Westminster, MD; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 8: Principled Recognition Triggers
Practice in Brief
Organizations establish criteria that clearly spell out the performance required to earn awards and
recognition; the goal is for leaders and staff to have tangible goals to work towards and believe
rewards and recognition are delivered fairly.

Rationale
If it is unclear what needs to be done to earn public recognition, it is easy for leaders and staff to believe
that rewards are arbitrary and that some departments (or people) receive an unfair amount of
recognition. Clarifying performance criteria removes any ambiguity about how recognition is earned and
ensures staff have concrete goals to work towards.

Implementation Component
Component #1: Define Clear Performance Thresholds for Recognition
Organizational leaders establish clear and measureable performance criteria for awards and
public recognition.

Practice Assessment
This practice makes recognition more meaningful and improves the overall impact of existing
recognition efforts. Establishing recognition triggers is not resource intensive; senior leaders need only
minimal time to clarify the performance needed to achieve awards and recognition.

HR Advancement Center Grades

Practice Impact: B+
Ease of Implementation: B+
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Practice 8: Principled Recognition Triggers

Component #1: Define Clear
Performance Thresholds for
Recognition

Rewarding Team Outcomes Based on Clear Standards
Criteria to Earn Scripps’s “Department of Distinction” Award

The main component of this
practice is to set clear and
measureable performance
criteria for awards and public
recognition.
As an example, Scripps’ leaders
clearly define the criteria for
achieving the award
“Department of Distinction” at
the beginning of each year. In
order to win the award, a
department needs to achieve
clearly defined performance
standards across multiple areas,
including: finance, patient
satisfaction and wellness.
Furthermore, in order to be
recognized as a “Department of
Distinction,” a department has to
formally announce they are
striving for the award. Since the
intention of the award is for
teams to understand and be
motivated by predetermined
targets, teams cannot win the
award by “accidentally” meeting
its criteria.

Finance

Patient Satisfaction

Wellness

Dollars per unit of
service based on
flex or fixed budget,
depending on
department

HCAHPS scores for
clinical departments;
if non-clinical
department, facilitywide scores

80% or greater
participation by all
team members in
department

“We created the application process this way to ensure that
teams were committed to doing this. If they aren’t committed,
that’s fine, but they cannot win if they don’t apply proactively.”

Senior Director, Corporate HR

Case in Brief: Scripps Health
• Four-hospital, five-campus, 1,343-bed system based in San Diego, California
• In 2013, implemented Department of Distinction program; departments apply
for recognition in advance of end-of-year award; winning departments chosen
based on three criteria related to finance, patient satisfaction, and wellness
• 800+ departments qualified to apply in 2014, 32 departments applied for the
award and 15 departments won the Department of Distinction Award
• Winning teams receive large plaque in facility, feature in weekly manager email
and system newsletter, banquet at facility level, and visit from executives

Access the Department of
Distinction nomination form
at advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

• 52.5% of Scripps Health employees are engaged, scoring in the 87th
percentile nationally

Source: Scripps Health, San Diego, CA; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 8: Principled Recognition Triggers

Valley Hospital in New Jersey
recognizes their nurses
whenever they receive a
certification. The CNO visits the
nurse’s unit with balloons and a
check marked “priceless.” Once
the nurse manager receives
news of the certification (due to
the employee’s request for the
pay differential), they alert an
APN who monitors certifications.
The APN then alerts the CNO
every time a nurse is certified.
This list highlights individual
achievements the Center
recommends executives
formally recognize—personally
if possible. The challenge is to
ensure that no staff members
are overlooked, so the Center
recommends building a system
for capturing these
achievements and informing an
executive (for example: asking
nurse managers to email a
designated individual whenever
a nurse on his/her unit achieves
specialty certification).

Principled Recognition Triggers for Executives

IMAGE CREDIT: THE VALLEY HOSPITAL.

In addition to clarifying teambased performance that is
worthy of an award, executives
should also clarify which
individual achievements are
worthy of recognition—such as
achieving certification,
publication in a peer-reviewed
journal, or a national
presentation.

Important Milestones Executives
Should Recognize Personally
Certification
Advanced Degree
State or National Award
Published Research
Invited to Present Externally

Case in Brief: The Valley Hospital
• 451-bed hospital located in Ridgewood, New Jersey

• CNO set goal to increase percentage of RNs with specialty certification
• When staff member attains certification, CNO alerted by unit manager and APN
assigned to monitor certification progress; CNO then visits RN’s unit to publicly
congratulate RN in person, brings balloons and large, humorous check
• Staff members enjoy helping recognize their peers; participation in peers’
celebrations motivates RNs to seek certification themselves

Source: The Valley Hospital, Ridgewood, NJ; Nursing Executive Center, The National
Prescription for Nurse Engagement, Washington, DC: The Advisory Board Company, 2013.
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Strategy 4

Set Guardrails Around Work-Life
Balance
9. Evening Email Blackout
10. Meeting-Free Calendar Blocks

11. Picklist for Encouraging Leader PTO Use
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Set Guardrails Around Work-Life Balance

This representative feedback
illustrates the “solvable HR
challenge” we will tackle in this
section: leaders don’t feel they
have permission to disconnect
from work.

The Solvable HR Challenge
Leaders Don’t Feel They Have Permission to Disconnect from Work
Representative Open-Ended Feedback from Leaders
“I work very hard, but do need time off to afford a work-life balance that
is reasonable and keeps my battery charged!”

“We have way too many emails. Email overload decreases my
productivity.”

“At the manager level, there are far too many meetings that prohibit
work from being done during the day. This creates a higher workload
for evenings and weekends.”

“There is no work-life balance in the nursing leadership role. Nursing
managers are taking PTO to catch up on work at home.”
To address the “solvable HR
challenge” of leaders feeling
they can’t disconnect from work,
HR should equip leaders to set
guardrails around work-life
balance. The three best
practices in this section will help
HR leaders to do so.

Set Guardrails Around Work-Life Balance

What Leaders
Really Want

Solvable HR
Challenge

Sustainable
workload

Leaders don’t
feel they have
permission to
disconnect
from work

Strategy
Set Guardrails
Around WorkLife Balance

Best Practices
9.

Evening Email
Blackout

10. Meeting-Free Calendar
Blocks
11. Picklist for
Encouraging Leader
PTO Use

Source: Advisory Board Survey Solutions National Employee Engagement
Database, 2014; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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If manager work-life balance is a
concern at your organization,
HR leaders should consider the
three strategic moves shown
here as supplements to the
practices shared in the balance
of this section. Each strategic
move will address deeper
structural barriers that can
increase the risk of leader
burnout.
The first structural barrier to
explore is manager span of
control. You can use The
Center’s Span of Control
Benchmarks to compare your
organization’s span of control to
national and custom cohorts and
determine if span of control may
be comprising leaders’ work-life
balance.
The second structural barrier to
explore is the pace of change.
You can use The Center’s
resources on change
management to ensure your
organization takes a measured
approach to introducing new
initiatives and avoids
overwhelming leaders.

The third structural barrier to
explore is leader wellness. You
can use The Center’s resources
on employee wellness to
promote leader health and
resilience.

Strategic Moves to Help Leaders Manage Work-Life
Balance
HR Advancement Center Resources to Help with Three Strategic Moves

Assess Span of Control
• Span of Control Benchmark Generator
• Seven Insights on Span of Control Benchmarks

Rationalize the Flow of Change
• How to Overcome Change Fatigue
• Better Manage Organizational Change with
a Centralized Calendar
• Managing Disruptive Change

Improve Leaders’ Health
• Targeting, Deploying, and Assessing
Case Management
• The Wellness Spectrum

• Six Steps to Transform Your Employee
Benefit to Population Health

To access these resources
visit advisory.com/hrac and
enter the name of the
resource (shown under the
bold text) in the search bar.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 9: Evening Email Blackout
Practice in Brief
Senior executives create an after-hours “email blackout” policy. The goal is to give leaders the
freedom to fully disconnect from email during select hours.

Rationale
The perceived pressure to continually respond to work emails hurts leaders’ work-life balance. An afterhours email blackout that is supported by senior leaders gives all leaders permission to disconnect from
work email during certain hours and allows them time to refresh and decompress.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Create an After-Hours “No Email” Policy
Senior executives define times during which leaders and staff shouldn’t send or respond to email.
Component #2: Senior Executives Role Model Email-Free Times
Senior executives role model the email-free policy, and regularly remind leaders and staff to observe
email-free times.

Practice Assessment
While this practice requires minimal time and resources, its success will hinge on visible executive
support. If the most senior leaders in the organization don’t observe the email blackout, others will
follow their lead. But if senior leadership observes the after-hours blackout, this practice can
significantly reduce manager burnout.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: B+
Ease of Implementation: B
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Practice 9: Evening Email Blackout

Component #1: Create an
After-Hours “No Email” Policy

Establishing a Realistic Email Blackout

The first component of this
practice is to establish a time
(after work hours) when leaders
should not send or respond to
emails.

Edelman Toronto’s 7 pm - 7 am No-Email Rule

The Toronto office of the global
public relations firm Edelman
designated 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. as a
“no email” time. While
employees can work during
these hours, they are expected
to delay emails until the
following morning. In the case of
an emergency, employees can
call their colleagues.

MEMO
To:

Edelman Toronto Office Staff

From:

Lisa Kimmel, President

Re:

7pm-to-7am No-Email Rule

Do not send e-mails between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m., UNLESS it is an
absolute emergency. If you must get in contact with someone, please
do so by phone as we do not expect for employees to be checking
e-mail from home during these hours. If you are working during these
hours, and need to communicate via email, please delay delivery until
the following morning.
The Toronto Leadership Team has committed to abiding by this new rule, so
please call us out if it's not being followed.
We recognize that this e-mail rule does not apply to other Edelman offices,
our clients or agency partners, so it may not always be possible to follow it.
That said, if we all do it the majority of the time, it should help to minimize
stress to a certain extent.

Employees can
work after-hours
but should delay
email delivery until
the morning

Executives
acknowledge rule
cannot always be
followed but
encourage goodfaith effort

Let me know if you have any questions.
Lisa

Case in Brief: Edelman Toronto
• Toronto, Canada office of the global public relations
firm Edelman

• Implemented 7 pm-7 am email blackout in 2010; rule
still in effect
• Edelman offices around the world beginning to adopt
similar email blackout rule

Source: Edelman, Toronto, Canada; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Component #2: Senior
Executives Role Model EmailFree Times
The second component of this
practice is for executives and
senior leaders to role model the
new policy. In addition to
honoring the no-email times,
senior leaders should remind
leaders and employees of the
policy and why it’s important to
observe the email-free block.
At Edelman, senior leadership
encouraged employees to
“manage-up” and let them know
when they aren’t upholding the
policy. Articles, such as the
Harvard Business Review piece
shown here, can remind leaders
of how their late-night email
practices can hurt their teams’
productivity and work-life
balance.
If leaders at your organization
are overwhelmed by the volume
of email they receive during
business hours, the resources
shown here can help. This card
highlights email best practices
and can be downloaded and
customized for your
organization. In addition, you
can share the Center’s
webconference “Become an
Inbox Ninja” for leaders
struggling with email volume.

Help Leaders Understand How Late-Night Emails Impact
Their Teams
Article to Share with Senior Leaders

Your Late-Night Emails Are Hurting Your
Team

“Being ‘always on’ hurts results. When employees are constantly monitoring their
email after work hours—whether this is due to a fear of missing something from
you, or because they are addicted to their devices—they are missing out on
essential down time that brains need…Time away produces new ideas and fresh
insights. But your employees can never disconnect when they’re always reaching for
their devices to see if you’ve emailed.”

Help Leaders Improve Their Personal Email Strategy
Reminder Card with Email Tips

Access the Reminder Card
at advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders. To
access the webconference
enter the title on
advisory.com.

Source: Thomas M., “Your Late-Night Emails Are Hurting Your Team,”
https://hbr.org/2015/03/your-late-night-emails-are-hurting-your-team, Harvard
Business Review, March 2015; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 10: Meeting-Free Calendar Blocks
Practice in Brief
Senior leaders schedule and champion a regular “meeting-free” time. The goal is to ensure leaders
have protected time to complete individual work during business hours.

Rationale
Meeting-free blocks are a well-known strategy for preserving leaders’ time. The larger challenge is in
execution, and ensuring meeting-free blocks are consistently respected.

Implementation Component
Component #1: Designate Meeting-Free Block Once per Month or Quarter
Senior leaders schedule meeting-free times on a realistic, sustainable timeline—which may initially be
once a month or once a quarter. In addition, senior leaders send a calendar invitation that clearly
designates the time as meeting free.

Practice Assessment
Meeting free blocks are an effective and well-known way to protect leaders’ time. But many
organizations struggle with ongoing implementation; over time, compliance with designated meetingfree periods begins to slip.

In order to implement meeting-free blocks that are continually respected, The Center recommends
starting with a small number of meeting-free days—even one per quarter. The limited number makes it
easier to enforce, and will help generate buy-in for future meeting-free days.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: B+
Ease of Implementation: B
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Practice 10: Meeting-Free Calendar Blocks

Component #1: Designate
Meeting-Free Block Once Per
Month Or Quarter
Senior leadership should
schedule a meeting-free block
on a realistic, sustainable
timeline—which may initially be
once a month or once a quarter.
The goal is to start with a
relatively small amount of
meeting-free time so that
leaders respect it. Once leaders
see the impact of meeting-free
time on their productivity and
work-life balance, you may be
able to gradually increase the
frequency of meeting-free
blocks and sustain leader
compliance. In general, The
Center recommends starting
with a relatively limited amount
of meeting-free time and
achieving success—rather than
starting with large blocks of
meeting-free time that leaders
may be tempted to ignore.

Meeting-Free Blocks: Good Idea, Hard to Execute
Potentially Unsustainable Meeting-Free Schedule

More Sustainable Meeting-Free Schedule

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Starting with a limited amount of
meeting-free time can build
leader support. The Advisory
Board Company recently
adopted quarterly meeting-free
Fridays. Representative leader
feedback is shown here. The
feedback illustrates how a break
from meetings can allow
employees to be more
productive, improve work-life
balance, and even carve out
time for personal development.

Meeting-Free Blocks Encourage New Habits
An Experiment in Progress at the Advisory Board
Representative Feedback from Advisory Board Employees
“Very productive—I did not have work get in the way of work.”

“I was able to start and finish projects I've had on hold for weeks.”

“It was a fantastic opportunity to complete some documentation without
being interrupted and having to put things down because of a meeting.”

“I finally got a chance to focus on some of the self-guided training I had
needed to get up to speed on some of the tools I use—plus I got to check
out the new eLearning platform.”

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 11: Picklist to Encourage Leader PTO Use
Practice in Brief
HR leaders evaluate their organization’s paid time off (PTO) policy to ensure it does not inadvertently
discourage leaders from taking time off. The goal is to encourage leaders to take time off when they
need it.

Rationale
Leaders need time away from work to refresh and recharge, but many health care organizations have
PTO policies that incentivize leaders not to use their PTO. This can be as clear-cut as allowing leaders
to “cash out” unused PTO, or more subtle—for instance, allowing nearly unlimited PTO rollover from
year to year.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Evaluate Effectiveness of Current Leader PTO Policy
HR leaders review their organization’s data to assess whether their current PTO policy encourages
leaders to take sufficient time off.
Component #2: Revise PTO Policy to Encourage Additional Leader Use of PTO
HR leaders choose from the menu of options on page 74 to select the option that will most effectively
encourage their organization’s leaders to take PTO.

Practice Assessment
This practice contains a menu of options that will encourage leaders to use their PTO. The options are
not mutually exclusive, and multiple options can be pursued at once.
PTO policies are potentially sensitive, so HR leaders should proceed with caution when revising them—
even if the intention is to encourage additional PTO use. If the rationale for change is not well explained
to leaders, the change could decrease leader engagement, rather than improve it.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: B+
Ease of Implementation: B+
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Component #1: Evaluate
Effectiveness of Current
Leader PTO Policy
HR leaders should review their
current PTO policy to determine
whether their policy encourages
leaders to take adequate
time off.
Data suggests there may be
substantial room for
improvement. A sizeable
number of US workers report
their employer fails to actively
encourage PTO use. And that is
just one of the many reasons
that more than 400 million days
of PTO go unused each year.

Paid Time Off: Leaders Often Leave It on the Table
US Employee Opinion on Corporate Support of PTO Use
Company
Discourages
PTO Use

Company
Encourages
PTO Use

Company Neither
Encourages Nor
Discourages PTO Use

5%
34%

27%

17%

17%

Company
Encourages PTO
Use, but Workload
Is Prohibitive

Company Does Not
Discourage PTO Use,
but Workload Is
Prohibitive

429 M
Days of unused
paid time off in 2013
for US employees

Source: Oxford Economics, An Assessment of Paid Time Off in the U.S.,
February 2014; HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Component #2: Revise PTO
Policy to Encourage
Additional Leader Use of PTO
HR leaders should review the
options shown here to
determine their organization’s
best option for encouraging
leaders to take PTO.
Each option in the table is
progressively more disruptive—
yet the more disruptive the
policy is, the more leaders are
encouraged to use their PTO.

Actively Encourage Leaders to Use PTO
Picklist for Encouraging Leader PTO Use
Tactic

Capsule Description

PTO Report
Card

• Supervisors can
view leaders’ PTO
each pay period
through
timekeeping
system

Organizational
Disruption1

Conditional
Cash-Out

“Use It or
Lose It”

No
Impact

• Leaders cannot
cash out any
unused time

Premier
Health, 1,658bed system in
Dayton, OH

• A fixed amount of
PTO can roll over
from year to year

Kettering
Health
Network,
1,022-bed
system in
Kettering, OH

• Leaders can only
cash out unused
PTO if they have
used a certain
amount of time that
year

• Leaders cannot
cash out any
unused PTO

Maine Medical
Center, 627bed hospital in
Portland, ME

• Unused PTO does
not roll over

Minimal
Impact

1) Expected level of impact on leaders when
first introducing tactic.

Organization

Hunterdon
Medical
Center, 178bed hospital in
Flemington, NJ

• HR sends annual
PTO usage report
to each leader’s
supervisor

Limited
Roll Over

©2015 The Advisory Board Company • 31778

Impact on
PTO Use

Moderate
Impact

Significant
Impact

Maximum
Impact

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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If you choose to change your
PTO policy for leaders, it is
critical that you clearly explain
your rationale. Otherwise the
change can disengage staff,
rather than promoting
engagement by improving worklife balance.

The article shown here will help
senior leadership understand
the benefit of encouraging PTO
use. When explaining the
change to mid-level leaders,
explain that the change is driven
by a desire to help improve their
work-life balance—not finances.

Leaders—and the Organization—Will Be Better Off After
a Vacation
Article to Share with Leaders

The Best Reason Ever to Take a Two
Week Vacation

“It’s easy to see an absent employee as a bad thing for business, but an
employee who’s never absent may actually be worse…never taking time off can
set off a wide range of issues, from health problems to burnout.”

Source: Hedges K, “The Best Reason Ever to Take a Two Week Vacation,”
http://www.forbes.com/sites/work-in-progress/2013/06/25/the-best-reason-ever-totake-a-two-week-vacation/, Forbes, June 2013; HR Advancement Center
interviews and analysis.
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Decouple Development from
Promotion
12. Formalized Individual Development
Conversations
13. Alternative Care Setting Experience
for Leaders
14. Peer-Led Book Club
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Decouple Development from Promotion

This representative feedback
illustrates the “solvable HR
challenge” we will tackle in this
section: there are few
customized development
options for leaders who are not
slated into a succession plan.

The Solvable HR Challenge
Few Customized Development Options for Non-Succession Candidates
Representative Open-Ended Feedback from Leaders
“Customer service classes are great, but classes that incorporate managing
sales, and various other components of retail would be helpful especially since
[organization] has many areas of retail (pharmacy, gift shop, etc).”

“While the training is good, it's often developed for one type of trainee –
the type that learns well in classroom settings. That singular view of training
is not effective for everyone.”

“Training in either present job responsibilities or new challenges have not been
offered. I have to train myself and seek new knowledge or direction on my own.”

“I want training pertinent to daily responsibilities; certification in areas where it
makes sense and to know that there is some room for career growth in
the department.”
To address the “solvable HR
challenge” of limited customized
development opportunities, HR
must decouple development
from promotion. Most
organizations only offer
customized development for the
10%-20% of leaders slated into
succession plans. While you
can’t invest equally in the other
80% of your leaders, they still
desire customized development
opportunities that meet their
unique needs. The three
practices in the balance of this
section will provide a costeffective way to customize
development for non-succession
management candidates.

Decouple Development from Promotion

What Leaders
Really Want

Solvable HR
Challenge

Customized
professional
growth

Few
customized
development
options for
nonsuccession
candidates

Strategy

Best Practices

Decouple
Development
from Promotion

12. Formalized Individual
Development
Conversations
13. Alternative Care Setting
Experience for Leaders
14. Peer-Led Book Club

To access The Succession Management
Implementation Guide, visit advisory.com/hrac
and enter the title in the search bar.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 12: Formalized Individual Development Conversations
Practice in Brief
At least annually, leaders have a conversation with their supervisor in which the leader receives
meaningful feedback on his/her strengths, opportunities for improvement, and targeted development
opportunities. The goal is to ensure every leader continues to grow and develop based on their
unique needs and interests.

Rationale
While many organizations require leaders to have conversations about their development goals with
their supervisors, these conversations often do not happen or are not completed thoughtfully. As a
result, many leaders do not receive meaningful feedback on their performance—nor do they know which
opportunities they should pursue to further their professional growth.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Provide a Structured Template for Leader Development Conversations
HR provides leaders and their supervisors with a template for a meaningful development conversation
(beyond the yearly performance review). The template prompts the leader and his/her supervisor to focus
on the top two to three development objectives and to set actionable, measurable goals to accomplish
over the year. The template formalizes the development objectives, so leaders and their one-ups are
accountable for progress toward the goals.
Component #2: Recommend Resources for Specific Development Opportunities
Often supervisors don’t know which specific development actions they should recommend to their direct
report, and as a result they don’t provide actionable guidance for how their direct report can continue to
grow. HR can overcome this barrier by providing all supervisors with a menu of concrete development
opportunities that map to common development needs. Supervisors can use this menu to identify two to
three specific opportunities that will directly address their direct report’s development goals.

Practice Assessment
In theory, leaders and their supervisors are already dedicating time to annual development
conversations. This practice contains two ready-to-use resources (a template for development
conversations and a crosswalk of development goals to specific development opportunities) that will
improve the effectiveness of these conversations.
HR leaders can further increase the impact of development conversations by ensuring they occur as
designed; they should hold supervisors accountable for scheduling (and holding) development
conversations.
HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: AEase of Implementation: B-
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Component #1: Provide a
Structured Template for
Leader Development
Conversations

Structure Development Conversations Around Specific
Competencies
Leader IDP Template

The first component of this
practice is to provide leaders
and their supervisors with a
template to facilitate a
meaningful development
conversation. This ready-to-use
template contains specific
conversation prompts to ensure
development conversations
remain focused and actionable.
The template can be
downloaded and customized for
your organization.
The Center does not
recommend using this template
during a leader’s annual
performance appraisal; it should
be used in a follow-up meeting
after the formal appraisal. The
goal is to provide leaders an
opportunity to reflect on their
appraisal, identify development
opportunities they want to focus
on, and ensure the development
conversation feels constructive
and not punitive.

Top two or three
objectives critical
to role as a leader

Actionable,
measurable steps
to advance objective

Access the IDP template at
advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Component #2: Recommend
Resources for Specific
Development Opportunities

Direct Leaders to Concrete, Individualized Development
Opportunities

The second component of this
practice is to provide a menu of
concrete actions that leaders
can take to improve on common
development objectives (or
leadership competencies). The
goal is to ensure that leaders
have an actionable picklist of
ways they can develop in the
areas (or competencies) they
have identified.

Picklist of Resources by Leadership Competency

This ready-to-use menu is
intended to be a starter-list for
leaders at your organization. It
can be downloaded and
customized for your
organization.

Access the full picklist at
advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

Source: HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 13: Alternative Care Setting Experience for Leaders
Practice in Brief
Leaders shadow a peer in a care setting that is not their primary work area; the goal is to make
leaders aware of additional career opportunities available in other settings.

Rationale
Health care organizations are rapidly expanding beyond acute care. But many leaders have spent their
career within acute care (and possibly even a single service line), and may be uncomfortable with the
prospect of working in an unfamiliar setting.
By shadowing peers in non-acute settings, leaders can better understand the lateral career opportunities
available to them. As an added bonus, shadowing can strengthen relationships across care settings and
improve collaboration.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Leaders Shadow a Peer in an Alternative Setting
HR leaders work with clinical leaders to identify settings that have a growing need for leaders. HR leaders
then create shadowing opportunities that allow acute-care leaders to observe a peer in the growing setting.
Component #2: HR Sets Clear Learning Objectives for Shadowing Experience

To maximize the value of the shadowing, HR sets formal learning objectives for participating leaders.

Practice Assessment
This practice is an effective way to broaden leaders’ perspective of opportunities available beyond their
current setting. This exposure can be particularly valuable for high-performing leaders with limited
opportunity for upward movement. The only cost is that of leaders’ time spent shadowing.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: AEase of Implementation: C+
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Component #1: Leaders
Shadow a Peer in an
Alternative Setting

Leaders Learning from Peers in a Different Care Setting
at Intermountain

The first component of this
practice is to create
opportunities for acute-care
leaders to shadow a peer in a
different care setting that has a
growing need for leaders.

Sample Nurse Manager
Exchanges

Intermountain Healthcare in
Salt Lake City, UT, created a
shadowing program for nurse
managers in which a manager
shadows a peer manager who
works within the same service
line, but within a different care
setting. Participating nurse
managers spend a total of 24
hours over three months
shadowing their peer. Sample
pairings are shown here.

Oncology Unit

Key Elements of Shadowing
Experience

Lasts 24 hours over
three months
Outpatient Clinic

Formal learning objectives

Med/Surg Unit

Home Care
Participants record
observations
in provided journal

Case in Brief: Intermountain Healthcare
• 22-hospital integrated delivery system headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah

• In 2013, leaders implemented the Nurse Exchange Experience; goal to provide
nurses and nurse managers with broader understanding of the care continuum
• Currently, eight pairs of nurses and two pairs of nurse managers participate in
exchange experience; nurse manager pairings are: oncology inpatient unit and
outpatient clinic, med/surg unit and home care; participants spend 24 hours over
the course of three months in the paired unit or site
• Each participating manager must have two or more years of experience, be in
good standing, have an assistant manager or other nurse manager cover their
shift, express interest in participating in program, and be engaged in the
advancement of nursing care delivery
• After positive feedback from the pilot in 2013-2014, the organization has
increased funding for the program and intends to expand to additional service
lines and care settings

Source: Intermountain Healthcare, Salt Lake City, UT; HR
Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 13: Alternative Care Setting Experience for Leaders

Component #2: HR Sets Clear
Learning Objectives for
Shadowing Experience
The second component of this
practice is to maximize
participants’ learning by setting
formal learning objectives. The
formal learning objectives of
Intermountain’s nurse manager
shadowing program are shown
here.

Setting Clear Expectations for Shadowing Experience
Intermountain’s Nurse Manager Learning Objectives
• To understand
– The role of the manager in different setting
– The care process

– Challenges in the setting
– The patient care operation
– Clinical goals
– Compliance and regulatory issues pertinent to nursing practice
– The role of the patient and family in the care process

Formal learning
objectives include
challenges faced by
clinicians and
managers in the
other setting and
patient flow in the
other setting

– Patient access to the setting and movement through the setting
• To hear
– About satisfiers in the setting
• To dialogue
– Related to “what is important to know about nursing practice here”
– Ideas for nursing practice evolution to meet future patient
care needs

Source: Intermountain Healthcare, Salt Lake City, UT;
HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Decouple Development from Promotion

Practice 14: Peer-Led Book Club
Practice in Brief
Leaders participate in a peer-led book club that meets for a limited number of sessions to discuss
books on leadership. The goal is to offer leaders ongoing development through conversations with
their peers and external experts.

Rationale
Book clubs are a relatively quick and non-resource intensive way for leaders to continue to hone their
leadership skills. An added benefit is book clubs reserved for current leaders can facilitate peer
networking and relationships. The key to their ongoing success is to ensure they require a realistic time
commitment from leaders; it may be most effective to offer them for a limited time each year.

Implementation Components
Component #1: Establish an Initial Structure
HR leaders can help leader book clubs get off the ground by providing structural support that includes
recruiting volunteers to facilitate the discussion, scheduling the initial meeting, and providing a
recommended reading list.
Component #2: Provide Facilitation Materials
HR leaders should provide the book group facilitator with a discussion guide. This reduces the time
commitment for the facilitator—and has the added bonus of making it easier for HR to recruit a
volunteer facilitator.

Practice Assessment
Book clubs are a well-known strategy for encouraging leader engagement and networking. The larger
challenge can be with ongoing implementation; attendance can begin to slip over time. In order to
recruit a critical mass of leaders, the Center recommends offering book clubs for a limited time each
year. This lowers the time commitment and ensures they are seen as a special opportunity.

HR Advancement Center Grades
Practice Impact: B
Ease of Implementation: A-
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Practice 14: Peer-Led Book Club

Component #1: Establish an
Initial Structure

Foster Leader Development with Peer-Led Book Club

The first component of this
practice is for HR to organize
logistics for the book club—
setting a sustainable schedule,
recommending books, and
recruiting leaders to facilitate
and participate.

Components of Gundersen Health System’s Peer-Led Book Club

At Gundersen, Organizational
Development (OD) organizes a
biannual leader book club that
requires a limited time
commitment. There are five to
six groups, each focusing on a
different book. Leaders choose
the group that best matches
their interests. The OD team
also recruits leaders to facilitate
each book group meeting.

1

Realistic Time
Commitment

2

Book club series occurs twice
a year; includes four one-hour
sessions

3

Peers Facilitate
Sessions

Leaders choose from a selection
of books based on a topic that
interests them the most

4

Leaders volunteer to facilitate
book group session

Leaders Choose
Topic of Interest

OD Provides
Discussion Questions

Organizational Development
provides facilitation guide for
peer leaders

Case in Brief: Gundersen Health System
• Non-profit, comprehensive integrated health care network
headquartered in La Crosse, Wisconsin
• Organizational Development (OD) organizes a biannual book
club for managers and above; participants choose from five to
six books based on topic of interest

• Leaders volunteer to facilitate one of the sessions, hundreds of
leaders across the system participate in the book club

Source: Gundersen Health System, La Crosse, WI;
HR Advancement Center interviews and analysis.
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Practice 14: Peer-Led Book Club

Component #2: Provide
Facilitation Materials

Make It Easy for Leaders to Facilitate the Conversation

The second component of this
practice is for HR to provide
facilitators with a detailed
facilitation guide. This reduces
the time commitment for
facilitators.

Gundersen Peer-Led Book Club Facilitator’s Guide

At Gundersen, volunteer
facilitators need little preparation
beyond reading the book.
Gundersen’s OD team prepares
a detailed facilitation guide for
each book and provides
facilitators with pointers on how
to run a productive session.

Access the full facilitator’s
guide at advisory.com/hrac/
engageyourleaders.

Facilitating the Discussion
Introductory Reminders:
1. Welcome everyone as they arrive to the group. If you don’t personally
know them, introduce yourself.
2. At the start of your first session, do a round of introductions (such as
name, department, length of time in role) along with an icebreaker.
Icebreaker examples include one interest/hobby that you enjoy; favorite
place to relax/renew; or one part of your leadership role you find
rewarding/stimulating. If new members join the group at a later time,
conduct introductions again .
3. Review the scheduled meetings with the group, and reinforce meeting
locations. Invite leaders to contact you with any questions or concerns
between book group meetings.
4. Remind the group of the expectations that they attend 75% of the book
group sessions, so as to maximize their learning and contribute to the
learning experience of peers. Let them know you would appreciate an email if they cannot attend a meeting.
5. Briefly review your role as Facilitator:
9 You are learning with them, so you are a “guide on the side” vs.
an expert on the book.
9 You are also charged with helping to keep discussion flowing
and on-topic as much as possible. That may mean gently
interrupting people to allow others a chance to chime in.

Provides
specific
guidance on
how to begin
session

Reminds
facilitators of
their role and
expectations for
the group

Source: Gundersen Health System, La Crosse, WI; HR Advancement
Center interviews and analysis.
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Appendix

Top Engagement Drivers for
Managers and Directors
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Top Engagement Drivers for Managers and Directors
Determined by Multivariate Regression Analysis of 42 Engagement Drivers
Manager Rank1

Driver

Director Rank2

I believe in my organization’s mission

1

2

The actions of executives in my organization reflect our mission
and values

2

3

My current job is a good match for my skills

3

5

My organization recognizes employees for excellent work

4

6

My organization provides excellent care to patients

5

1

I understand how my daily work contributes to the organization’s mission

6

10

Training and development opportunities offered by my organization have
helped me to improve

7

4

I have job security

8

9

My ideas and suggestions are valued by my organization

9

8

I am interested in promotion opportunities in my unit/department

10

13

My organization helps me deal with stress and burnout

11

--

12

7

Over the past year I have never been asked to do something that
compromises my values

13

19

Executives at my organization respect the contributions of my
unit/department

14

--

My manager stands up for the interests of my unit/department

1) 2014 model includes 21 of 42 drivers with an R2 of 0.55.
2) 2014 model includes 19 of 42 drivers with an R 2 of 0.54.
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Top Engagement Drivers for Managers and Directors (cont.)
Determined by Multivariate Regression Analysis of 42 Engagement Drivers
Driver

Manager Rank1

Director Rank2

My organization supports employee safety

15

--

My most recent performance review helped me to improve

16

--

I have helpful discussions with my manager about my career

17

--

The benefits provided by my organization (such as health care, retirement
savings, etc.) meet my needs

18

--

I have the right amount of independence in my work

19

15

My organization provides excellent customer service to patients

20

--

I know what is required to perform well in my job

21

17

I have a manageable workload

--

18

My organization does a good job of selecting and implementing new
technologies to support my work

--

14

I am kept informed of the organization’s future plans

--

11

Abusive behavior is not tolerated at my organization

--

12

My organization pays me fairly for my job

--

16

1) 2014 model includes 21 of 42 drivers with an R2 of 0.55.
2) 2014 model includes 19 of 42 drivers with an R 2 of 0.54.
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TOPIC

Leader
engagement
best practices

READING TIME

90 min.
WHAT’S NEXT?

LEARN MORE AT
advisory.com/hrac

BEST FOR

HR leaders

More in this
membership

Now that you’ve learned highimpact strategies to improve
leader engagement, read
our study on how to build a
performance management
process that leaders trust.

RECOMMENDED PREP
Review your organization’s most recent leader engagement data to identify the greatest
opportunities for improvement

LEARN HOW TO
• Identify the top five national opportunities to improve manager and director engagement
• Keep leaders informed of their organization’s direction
• Ensure recognition is meaningful for leaders and their teams
• Help leaders manage stress and burnout
• Provide customized development opportunities for non-succession candidates

MUST-DO STEPS FOR TRUSTWORTHY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
• Establish the right goal picklist for your
organization
• Help your leaders choose the right goals
• Scope the number of job duties and
behaviors

• Develop your leadership competencies
• Empower managers to lead difficult
performance conversations
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The Data-Driven Prescription
for Leader Engagement
Best practices for engaging managers and directors

Look inside to learn how to help leaders:
• Have inspiring role models
• Understand their organization’s strategy
• Receive meaningful recognition
• Manage stress and burnout
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